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Conflict at the

By Brian Hasegawa
VIAFF WRITER

R
e~.ently, there has [_~een an

/ im.reascd push (or a long-
overdue muJNcuhuraI
~enter ;It UCS[). AI-

fh<>ugh the university has been
experiencing a budget crisis that
serves as a rationale for registra-
tioii tee increases, it appears to
h]~c all #ll0rlnotls alllOUnt of

InOlley allocated for capital con-
st I-uctiOll.

If one didn’t know any bet-
ter, one would think that the
university’s official mascot was
the construction crane, not the
"Triton." Unfortunately, the
university appears to be unable to
find the funds to construct a
new "multicultural center"
after nearly a decade of stu-
dent petitions.

However. some may argue
that UCSD has had a"multi-
cultural center" of sorts since
1986 -- the Graduate School of
International Relations and Pa-
cific Studies (IR/PS).

Housed in the "Robinson
Building Complex" (which was
generously funded by Lawrence
and Ewa Robinson), IR/PS’s ini-
tial objectives were the follow-
ing: 1) to promote dialogue on
Pacific region issues of "com-
mon concern"; 2) to serve as 
center of excellence for re-
search on economic, po-
lit teal, social, technological,
and security issties confronting
nations of the Pacific Rim;
and 3) to prepare students with
an interest in the Pacific region
for positions of leadership in
business, government, journal-
ism, diplomacy, public service
and other fields.

In order to promote these ob-
jectives, IR/PS continues to seek
students who are at least nomi-
nally bicuhural. On any given
day, one can overhear Spanish,
Japanese, Chinese, Korean, and a
few other languages spoken by
students in the rarefied air of
IR/PS. Thus, IR/PS students
have a vested interest in practic-

The IR/PS "Battle Zone"

ing and promoting multicultural-
ism. Unfortunately, many within
the IR/PS faculty and administra-
tion have no such vested interest.

The offer of a faculty appoint-
ment at IR/PS to Michael Thies
(UCSD Political Science ’94) is 
dear indicator that IR/PS is rapidly
devolving from a cutting-edge
school of international relations to
a second-rate business school and a
country dub for European Ameri-
can males who attempt to use "ra-
tional choice" theory to explain non-
European cultures.

Unfortunately, thepowers-that-
be at IR/PS do not wish to change
the name of the school to some-
thing like "The Graduate School
ofl nternational Relations and Busi-
ness Studies (IR/BS)" in order 
reflect its true nature.

Rational choice theory’s main
shortcoming, aside from being
Eurocentric, is that it is primarily an
economic theory that has been used
to explain political and social behav-
ior. For example, according to ratio-
nal choice theory, it is more "ratio-
nal" for African Americans to attend
any university butUCSD; thus, the
African Americans at UCSD are not
rational (unless they are being paid
an enormous amount of money to

be here).
Similarly, rational choice theo-

rists C ratchos") would cond ude that
it is not rationalfor studentm push

for a multicultural center, which
will probably not be built within the
next several years and that they will
not directlybenefit from. Blinded by
their intellectual orthodoxy, few
ratchos have a complete understand-
ing of student movements.

In response to student concerns
over the Thies’s appointment, the
IR/PS administration held a "fo-
rum" ex post facto. Undoubtedly,
committees will be formed to ad-
dress the problem of faculty hiring
and when the students graduate, it
will probably be "business as usual."
In terms of a time horizon, most stu-
dents at IR/PS are operating on a
two to threeyear time horizon, while
administrators are often operating
on a five year time horizon.

Thus, time is on the side of the
administration. If you’ve ever heard
the term "five year plan," it becomes
readily apparent that administrators
don’t necessarily have the students’
best interests in mind.

Many feel that the "multi-
cultural experiment" at IR/PS is a
failure. As long as European A m e r i-
can "ratchos" possess an inordi-
nate amount of influence at IR/PS,
it will undoubtedly continue along
the path towards mediocrity. How-
ever, with the input of students in
faculty hiring, admissions, and cur-
riculum decisions, perhaps the best
course offered at I R/PS will be some-
thing other than "lunch."
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An Inte iew

Marilyn Chin

By Jessica Yi Ping Fong
", 1 AFF \% RI IER

0 ,,,,,a,., to charac,.r,z.
my work, ! would say
that it has a strong
Asian American aud

feminine emphasis,"
says Marilyn Chin fic-
tion writer, and pro-

lessor at San Diego State University.
She teaches in the Masters of Fine
Arts program for Creative Writing
in her first full time position.

"1 love poetry. I’ve always loved
poetry. But I first started out as a
translator," she says. A Chinese

American who was born in Hong
Kong, Chin came to the United
States when she was seven years old.
She was raised in Portland, Oregon.
As an undergraduate student she

attended the University of Massa-
chusetts at Amherst, where she oh-
rained a degree in Chinese Litera-
ture. It was at this time that she says
she realized her love for Chinese
poetry and began to write.

Chin completed her graduate
studies in the iowa Writer’s Work-
shop. She says that at the time she
leti lowa in 1981, there were only
three persons of color in the entire
MFA program there. They were
l)avid Won Louie and len (]ish.
(Thin was the only one of the tl.ee
who was in poelry. She says that fbr

the three of them, this was a very
lonely and isolatingexperience. "We
found it difficult to write with a
strong Asian American content,"
says Chin.

After her wo rk in Iowa was com-
pleted, she went to Stanford and

through the Stegner Fellowship, was
able to complete her first book,

Dwa~Bamboo. Her second book,
The P/menix, the Terrace Empty was
published through Milkweed Edi-
tions. Last year at UCSD, she taught
an upper-division Asian American

poetry class, whichshe says was a very
rich and personal experience for her.

Now thirty-eight years old,
Chin is a successful poet who is start-

ing to get more into fiction. "There’s
a real struggle to write and also to
live one’s daily life. Right now, I’m
going through a seven month dry
period. I’m often upset about this. I
mean, I’ve lost a lot of boyfriends
this way! And last week I was in tears

about it. but I know there’s a light
at the end of the tunnel," says Chin.

She does a lot of readings
around the country. Coming up, she
will be traveling to such places as
Oregon, Arizona, New Orleans, and
Berkeley. "It’s part of nay responsi-
bility to spread poetry around the
world," she says.

Chin believes that at this mo-
ment in time, there are a lot of op-
portunities for Asian American writ-

ers which are just starting to open
up. "Right now, it’s a really rich time
for Asian Americans to come out of
the woodwork.., to say to our par-
ents that we don’t want to go into

medicine. I’m really glad 1 stuck
to my guns and forged in this di-
rection. It’s a wonderful thing to
be involved in, and I’m really

fbrtunate to be able to do this. I’m
actually teaching my passion, living
the literary life," says Chin. She
claims that ahhough one can cer-

tainlyglamorize thm, ritin~ifethere’s
still the "agony" of trying to be a
writer and making a living. But, she

says, "I still try to encourageevery-
one to pick up a pen."

With so many different antholo-
gies currendy available, Chin feels
that there is a very strong voice in the
community, especially with so many

new arid young writers. "Right now,
people are very pessimistic about

California, but I feel if this whole

multicultural experiment is going to
happen, it’s going to happen here.
It’s so rich with artists and writers.
I’m very optimistic, actually," she

says, adding that she is especially
excited that Toni Morrison has won

the Nobel Prize for literature. "Right
now, I think multi-cultural writers
will really carry forth in American

literature. We are the vanguard. You
have to keep the faith. Keep reading
and writing and working on the
craft, now there are so many new

anthologies and novels and books of
poems, we should feel encouraged.
Not to say the Asian American port

will always be en vogue, but just to
keep doing, transforming, improv-
ing our art," says Chin.

This coming Spring, she will be
writing under a grant for the Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts.

Chin says that she is really looking
forward to this, although it’s often
difficult for her to make a transition
from professor to writer. Quincy

Troupe has also asked her to teach a
poetry workshop at UCSD for the

upcoming Fall quarter.
More recently, however, Chin

will be reading her short story along
with Jessica Hagedorn from the

book, Charlie Chan Is Dead, a book
put together by Hagedorn which
she says has a lot of famous names

in it, but more importandy, also
has a lot of works by new writers.

The reading will take place at the
Porter Randall Gallery on February
25 at 7 I’M

t:’roh :

By Jessica Yi Ping Fong
~1" \t]: ~’RIrI’|’R

"It seems like in the Asian American culture,

the arts are not put on a very high level, like

math and science are always placed above. I

know in China and Japan there are a lot of

artists, but not in America. That’sprobably why

there’s a shortage of Asian American artists."

dlclrl8

"Sometimes when I go to dinner
parties with my parents, and people
ask me what my major is, 1’11 hear

’Oh, media arts! You want to be
Connie Chung!’ 1 mean, they hear
’media arts" and automatically drink
’news." There just aren’t a lot of

Asian American role models in tile
arts," says Wendy Chang, 4th year
Muir studenc She is a Media Arts

Major and a Literature/Writing mi-
nor.

Because she doesn’t really f~el
that there arc enough works out
there by Asian Americans in the
movie and fihn industries, Chang

sees it as a challenge for Imrsclfand
other Asian Anmricans to break into

those fields. "1 think it’s good. Ir
leaves a lot open because so many
ihings liaven’t been done by ,.\~i<tll
Americans. Really, there’s a Iol of
sluff out there rlilit h,tsnr been

touched yet," says Chang. She be-
lieves that Asian Americans, arc per-
hips the most under- represented of
any other group ira Hollywood,.

According to her, there are a great
many more movies and flhns made

by Latino and African American art-
ists, and that Asian Americans are
usually only cast for a very limited
number of roles.

Chang talks of an experience she
had as a volunteer tutor for St.
Stephens, a predominantly African
American school in the San Diego

area. She says that the little gid she
had been working with did not
know that Chang was Chinese. Ap-
parently, the student considered
Chang to be "American," meaning
"white." "I wasn’t mad at her or

anything like that. It was just sur-
prising that this little girl didnt
know I was Asian American. Some
of those kids didn’t know what an
Asian American looks like, you
know. They don’t see us on T.V."

Chang says.
I n her Visual Arts classes, Chang

says that she rarely even .sees other
Asian Americans, one or two at
most. "People ~e you as a person of
ethniciry. They see you and think
you should be making a film about
ethnicity. I mean, what if you want

to do something else? They don’t

take you seriously if you do. It’s
kind of frustrating. Sometimes I
don’t want to make an ethnic film
because I’ve already done them
befbre," she says.

Chang then goes on to talk
about a video she had previously

put together. She claims that in her
video, she used sometlfing called
’+fotmd fimtage,’" wlfich simply
means that she has taken footage
from fihns that have already been
made and shot into movies. Her

video contained scenes froln sucli

movies :is "’Big ’Froublc ill l.i.lc
China," "Sixteen (],indies," and
oilier movies by Bruce l,t’c. ( ShalLu

says that she showed thcw itnagcs
in her cla~s in oJder l<+ lll<i!..c ,t +I,tlC-
iliClil ,tblmi ll<>x+ ilt,~aii~t.i) .-\~i,tn

.\lllClicall~, arc [’(>lll,l~Ct{ I11 tl]lli

According to her, dw class iaughcd
at the ilnagcs, like Hollywood films
had always trained rheln to do

(;hang claims rtlat she was c×
tremely insuhed by this respon,,,’.
"It’s sad how Asian Anlericans are
stereotyped by people who don’t
know any better. They just think

you’re that way according to what
they’ve seen. You know, like the
image of the Asian American fe-
male. I’ve been told I’m exotic, and
I’m like hello, I was born in Colo-

rado," she says.
"It seems like in the Asian

American culture, the arts are not

put on a very high level, like math
and science are always placed
above. I know in China and Japan

there are a lot of artists, but not in
America. That’s probably why
there’s a shortage of Asian Ameri-

can artists," she says. Chang claims
that she does not feel like her par-
ents really understand what she
wants to do with her life or how
she’ll get a job. "The field I’ve cho-
sen is not a common one," she says
and adds, "But my parents feel that
since I’m this woman, female, I can
still always marry some rich guy
with a stable job. If l was a son,
they’d worry a lot more. I’ve seen

them do this with my brother. But
I always just say, "morn, I’ln not
going to marry some rich guy. I’m
going to make it on my own.’" ~II
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He is known as a "’notorious muckraker from China, where muck-
raking is harshly discouraged .... " as a leading expert in tile Chinese

photographic field, and as a widely-published author of more than

 hrough
fort?,’ literary works concerning the art of photography. He is UCSD
graduate student Huang Shaohua.

Huang came to San Diego from China because of the educational
opportunities United States had to offer. In the United States,the fo-

the _gn8:

cus is on practical application of theoretic principles, as well as theory,

explained Huang. Instruction is an open channd between instructor
and srudent unlike in China.

Despite all that Huang has already accomplished in his thirty-one
years, he has ambitious dreams. A native of Shanghai, Huang would
like m return a) China and publish a periodical which would focus

on bringing new photographic techniques and skills to the Chinese
photographic community. His publication would be devoted to docu-
mentary photography, which in his own words is "a field midway
between iournalism and art.., you don’t have to rush for the dead-
lines, but you.., stick to the principle of being faithful to the truth...

you have more time to think about how to apply the aesthetic win-
ciples into your works."

Huang’s work is definitely influenced by the 1989 student upris-
ing in Tianamen Square. Huang was present from the beginning of
the demonstrations to the regrettable end. In his mind, the crisis was

inevitable. Like the United States in the late 19th century, China was
in the process of defining itself. Because of these experiences, he de-
sires to "reveal the influences that economic reform brought to the

daily l ife of the Beijing citizens and their ancient constitutions. I [want]
to record those things that [will not] exist even perhaps ten years later."
"Huang’s work deals with natural people in its natural environment,"
with "sharp contrast between the old and new, the backward and ad-
vance& t he provincial and the modernized" and gggmost importantly,
the "evil and the just."

Mr. Huang describes himself as "struggling like a chicken before
it breaks its shell." As one admirer of his talent and work -- some of
which you can see in this issue -- 1 can hardly wait to see what he will
accomplish when he is finally out of his shell, llII

¯ The old and new, the backward and advanced, the

provincial and the modernized.

Photographs by
Huang Shaohua



Mongrell4’sionDOGEATERS:/ 
By Richard Fernandez
STAF F WRITER

"My vision is very definitely a
mongrel one, and I say this with
pride," explains author Jessica
Hagedorn, regarding her novel
Dogeaters. Commonly considered
within the category o fAsian Ameri-
can Literature, Dogeaters in many
ways eludes classification. The
story is set for the most part in
Manila, during the period of the
repressive Marcos regime, circa the
1970’s or 80’s. The author writes
the novel in English while in "ex-
ile" here in America, and conse-
quently the novel is considered to
be both Pilipino and Pilipino
American literature.

The ironies of Pilipino identity
and positionality (in particular as
regards a confrontation with a per-
vasive cultural legacy of U.S. colo-
nialism and a subsequent "Pilipino
Diaspora") are played out in the
novel. Dogeaters is, in a unique way,
a testimony to tile colonial history
of the Philippines.

There is no singular narrative
focus in tile novel; at least a dozen
distinct (but sometimes interre-

O lated) stories are elaborated, which
describe the experiences of a broad
range of Pilipinos. Some events in
the life of the former matriarch
Imelda Marcos, and of various

other members of the country’s
wealthiest elite, are therefore juxta-
posed with the struggles of a young,
homosexual male prostitute (Joey
Sands) who, having grown up the
offspring of an African American
U.S. serviceman and a Pilipina pros-
titute (who kills herself soon after
her son’s birth), in the worst slums

intrigue, murder, corruption, resis-
tance, tenderness, and love all com-
bine in a complex tapestry depicting
contemporary Pilipino society.

The tide of the book, Dogeaters,
was taken from a pejorative slang
term that Western colonialists
(whether these might have been
Spanish orAmerican is undear) used

of Manila, grapples with his to describe Pilipinos; citing a
fate and any alternate pos- ,~x phenomenon they had

sibilities. There is also al ~ observed (the eating ofaccount of theimpact of~
dog meat), the coloniz-

pop culture on the rela- L ers designated it as the
tionship of a lower distinguishing charac-
middle class couple teristic of the race.
Trinidad and Romeo)fk Hagedorndeployssuch
and their

~
a word as the title for heraspirations, as

well as the myriad problems book as a strategic move in or-
confronting a major Pilipina sex
symbol (Lolita Luna). One of the
primary narrators in the text, Rio
Gonzaga, describes her adolescence
as part of the aristocracy and how
she and her cousin were profoundly
affected by Western culture’s im-
ports. In contrast to this, we also get
the story of an opposition leader’s
daughter (Daisy Avila), who, after
gaining nationwide acclaim for her
beauty, has an existential crisis of
sorts and flees to the jungles and
mountains in order to join a rebel
insurgency. Throughout the novel,

der to describe the cultural hybrid-
ity of the Philippines, a circumstance
which more often than not degrades
any conception of a national culture,
rather than embellishing it, in the
same way that Pilipino" is conflated
with "’Dogeater." The proliferation
of Western commodities, brand
nameproducts, and cultural artifacts
(such as a conspicuous consumption
of American movies) describe wha"
Hagedorn herself calls "cultura:
schizophrenia." This ,seems to be th,
predicament of many Pilipinos and
Pilipino Americans today, by the

author’s account. This, then, is the
"mongrel vision" Hagedorn speaks
about in referring to Pilipinos and
their culture, and it describes the
circumstances which Dogeaters at-
tempts to address.

By way of conclusion, I believe
it best to turn to Jessica Hagedorn
herself for a concise description of
the endeavors in which her writing
is engaged. The Dogeaters project is
best described by the author in how
she views her personal experiences as
a Pili,ina, and her work. She states,
"In speaking of the Filipino Ameri-
can then, one also has to consider
Hispanic roots, Chinese roots, etc.
It is this hereditary mosaic that
ma’ es up the complex unique, and
diz, ;ng Pilipino culture. It is also
thb -legant chaos" which definitely
infi ,ns my work in style and the
recurring themes of loss, yearning,
alie ation, rage, passion, and rebel-
lioJ ’"

~geaters is published by Pen-
gui,, Books, and is available at most
major bookstores.Pl

¯ Quotes from the author were taken from
an a,1 icle she wrote entitled The Eaqle Within/

The qh~estionofldentity, which appeared inAsian
Am, .arts: Collages o]’Identitie~ ed. Lee C. Lee,
Ithata: Asian American Studies Program,
Corm, ll, Univ., 1992: 25-29.

Made ’evCewt.

H EAVE N EA RTH
Oliver Stone’s latest movie in

his VJema.m trilogy, "Heaven
and Earth," shczAd have been titled
"Le Ly’s Hell." Unlike "Platoon"
and "Born an the Fourth of
July," Heaven and Earth attempts
to look at the in,.pact of the Viet-
namWarffomaVietnamese point-
of-view. Screen newcomer and UC
Davis student, Hiep Thi Ix gives
an respired performaace as the
mare character, Le Ly.

The movie begins in a small
\qetnarmse village in which Le Ly
and her family grow rice. Le
Lv’s parents, portrayed by
loan Claen("The Last Emperor")
a11dHamg S. Ngor ("The Kill-
ing Fields") give surprisingly con-
~ancing performances as Vietnam-
e sepe asants.Aahemovie prcgresses
and the war intensifies, Le Ly and
her brother join the Viet Cong.
Subsequendy, she is tortured by

the Americans, raped by the Viet
Cong and eventually expelled from
her village.

Forced to survive on the streets
of Saigon, Le Ly works as a maid.
After an affair with her employer, Le
Ly has a child and is reduced to sell-
ing herself to American soldiers. At
this point, Le Ly meets troubled
U.S. Marine sergeant Steve Butler
(Tommy Lee Jones) who gallantly
whisks her away to the streets of sub-
urban San Diego. Like the relation-
ship between the United States and
Vietnam, the marriage between Le
Ly and Buder deteriorates and even-
tually Butler kills himself.

Like most Oliver Stone produc-
tions, "Heaven and Earth" was a
lengthyone at nearly two-and-a-half
hours. Unfortunately, in spite of the
excellent cinematography,tile movie
suffered from a few script problems.
Nearly all of the Vietnamese charac-

ters in the drama spoke perfect En-
glish amongthemselves and "broken
English" around U.S. servicemen.
However, since this movie was made
by an non-Vietnamese filmmaker
for a primarily English-speaking
audience, such inconsistencies are
not surprising.

Additionally, the narrativeofthe
movie was somewhat disjointed
which was undoubtedly the result of
the daunting task of trying to com-
bine Le Ly Hayslip’s two novels,
When Heaven and Earth Changed
Places: A Vietnamese Woman’s Jour-
ney from War to Peace (Doubleday

1989) and ChiM ofWar, Woman of
Peace (Doubleday 1993), into 
single movie. For instance, although
viewers were shown Le Ly’s preg-
nancy and the birth of her first child,
they were left to wonder how she
ended up with three children by the
middle of the movie. It would have

been better to have a shorter movie
based on the Hayslip’s first book and
a sequel based on the second.

While Oliver Stone’s "Heaven
and Earth" was a valiant effort, it
pales in comparison to Vietnamese
fdmmaker Tran Anh Hung’s "The
Scent of Green Papaya," which also
describes life in Vietnam from a
woman’s point of view. Stone could
probably learn a thing or two from
Hung. Only time will tell if Stone
has exorcised the legacy of the

Vietnam War from his
filmmaking.PI

Swapmeet

chicano essence
burned into black top --

paper cups fly, dance
plastic bags

whisper &
breathe

in clutched hands

spaced lots

cardboard signs
flutter like paper flags

people
flooding gates
pouring 50¢
to the ticket man who waits

as the rain begins
at the swapmeet

plastic toys
blink and squint
colors

as korean merchants
time chants of

BARATO! BARATO! BARATO!

cada col6r
cada chant
even the greasy smells

touch & call out

music meets tortilla air
exhaust begins
burning baby eyes

Spilt coke giving tongues to feet
they converse
steps becoming sticky, hear it?

hips adjust to
children running

like small waves
in the crowd

falling just past noon
the sun pushes prices even lower
as a frenzy begins,
soaring heat bakes back lots

the flood
rushing to cool itself
move into fresh
openness between aisles

always speeding slowing,
then bending, flowing

until late afternoon it all continues

humanity boils
& is

chicano essence
branded

into blacktop asphalt

Shades soothe
attempt cooling

trapped shadows
as the frenzy under the falling sun
continues

steams sweat
burning black hair

higher into the sky

swapmeet is
chicano essence

boiling from the masses
rising like moist hot air

on saturdays and sundays
when
the flood begins.

--Adrian Arancibia

Your name is Diana Toy
And all you may have for breakfast is rice gruel.
You can’t spit it back into the cauldron for it would be unfilial.
You can’t ask for yam gruel for there is none.
You can’t hide it in the corner for it would surely be found,
and then you would be served cold, stale rice gruel.

This is the philosophy of your tongue:
you, the child, must learn to understand the universe
through the port-of-entry, your mouth,
to discern bitter from sweet, pungent from bland.
You were told that the infant Buddha once devoured earth,
and hence, spewed forth the wisdom of the ages.

Meat or gruel, wine or ghee,
even if it’s gruel, even if it’s nothing,
that grud, that nothingness will shine
into the oil of your mother’s scrap-iron wok,
into the glare of your father’s cleaver,
and dance into your porcelain bowl.

Remember, what -,hey deny won’t hurt you.
What they spare you, you must make shine,
so shine, shine...



A MULTIFARIOUS BLEND

Sunday is said to be the most segregated day
of tile week. This seems paradoxical since lnany
people tend to look at this day as one which brings
people together instead of divides them. Yet con-
sidering tile f]act tliat there are so many people of
difffrent racial and ethnic backgrounds in Sall

Diego in particular, it shouldn’t come as inuch
of a surprise.

Churctms, in response to such a multifarious
blend of people hold bilingual worship services,

form youth groups which cater to the needs of
2nd, 3rd, or4th generation members, go out into
the conununity to evangelize and minister to their
neighbors. Sometimes, linguistic or generational
differences can create problems, but oil the flip

side of that, many dmrches are now using these
differences as a means through which they can

better serve and strengthen themsdves as a whole.
"1 speak very little Japanese, except for a few

words and phrases. Yet I feel there’s an impor-
tance in praying together with the Japanese con-
gregation. I get a deeper sense out of it, knowing

that God understands not only my prayers, but
also prayers in Japanese. To me, it’s an expres-
sion of unity," states Brian Nakamura, the San

Diego Japanese Christian Church English-
Speaking pastor.

Tile Sail Diego Japanese
Christian Church holds two wor-

ship services on Sunday, one in

English and the other in Japanese. Although it is
divided into these two departments, it is still con-

sidered a single church. Nakaniura says that the
church itself has been around for a long time. It
was started as an outreach to tile Japanese people

in Sail Diego and began to meet on its own in
the 1930s. After World War l l, members saw that
there was more of a necessity tbr an English-

speaking service as children grew into adulthood.
Nakamura says that people of Japanese an-

cestry will no longer always marry another Japa-
nese American and that "! f we define ourselves
as a church that’s too ’Japanesy,’ then we will be

missing a large number of people who are not
Japanese.’" He believes that tile personality of the
church needs to be more diverse and the minis-
tries better suited. For example, he feels that it
should not be tile case that a non-Japanese spouse

would fbel unwelcome or nervous in a predomi-

nantly Japanese environment.
"Issues dealing with biculturality affect how

we behave and relate to one another. But, when

working with people who by and large are not
Japanese American, we experience somewhat of
a bicultural tug within ourselves," states
Nakamura. He believes that the church brings a

tie to this struggle through God’s love, and that
within the context of this love, generational and

linguistic differences can better be addressed so
that families can worship together.

Sometimes, all-Asian American churches are

challenged by people who feel that such institu-
tions are racist and restrictive to certain groups.
Nakamura contends that these churches are in

no way exclusive. "Our identity is not a func-

tion of our desire to insulate or to protect

A~
ourselves from other elements of society,

but is a statement of strategy that every-
one has a niche though which to meet other

people," he says and claims that there is a special
need for their particular niche in order to reach

out to others both in and outside oftheJapanese
community. "There are many 2nd, 3rd, and

even 4th generations of ethnic minorities. I n
many senses, we have assimilated, but yet

inwardly, oftentimes there is a feeling that
I’m not quite the same or quite fitting in.
It’s different for evetyone, but those small

senses of inferiority are areas to which we
can minister," states Nakamura.

See Blend, page 13

Treas
By Richard Fernandez
SRA FF WRITER

Many of the art works which

have been "installed" here at UCSD
have almost no connection with the

student body. For the most part,
they have been bequeathed to the
campus and the students by rich pa-
trons who failed to solicit student
opinionswith regard to the desirabil-

ity and importance of such projects
(such as with the Sun God or the
numerous pieces in the Stewart Col-

lection, which include the Talking
Trees and "Giraffe Fences" (located

in the grove between central library
and Pererson Hall, amongst other
things).

Nonetheless, there have always

existed venues for student art, and
art of which the students had an in-
terest in, to be displayed. The Un-
dergraduate Art Festival is such an
example, as are the un-sanctioned
creationswhich appear yearly in the

stairwells of the Mandeville or
HSS buildings. Another impor-

tant outlet for students’ artistic
expression and idezs are the walls

of the Ch~ Care.

Mural adorned

on the ~’aJl ot

tht, sludt’:ll i-till

vegetarian

restaurant, (]he

Cafc

Located behind and slightly
east of Galbraith Hall, the Ch~ is a
student-owned, student-run veg-
etarian restaurant and cooperative.

However, as a student organization,
the Ch~ does much more than sup-
ply the campus with healthy vegetar-
ian fare. It is also a venue for artistic
expression, which regularly open s its

doors to local bands and writers, and
artists. Poetry readings, photo-exhi-
bitions, political debates, theater
performances, and even class sec-

tions have all taken place at the Clad
at one time or another. But what re-
mains as a lasting testimony to the
Chif’s place as a local medium for

artistic expression are the murals
which adorn its walls.

The external walls of the Chd are

covered with murals which either
students themselves created, or ones
which local artists, sought after and
sanctioned by the students, installed

there themselves. Though nothing
could compare to going there your-

self and giving these works a perusal,
I will at least briefly describe some
of the works, s~, Treliiire, page 13

®



By Kimo Ka’ilioli 7

Buzzwords of Da Bruddah
The English language is constandy changing. Old words fall into dis-

use and new words are created. Nearly every ethnic community has con-
tributed something to the English language. College campuses are notori-
ous for producing slang and other unique phrases. A few years ago, some
enterprising souls collected some of the words and phrases used by students
at UCLA and published a book entided UCLA Speak. In Hawai’i there
was the Pidgin to the Max series that chronicled some of the pidgin used in
the islands. Here are a few additions to pidgin that have been contributed
by students from UCSD. While some of these may be offensive to differ-
ent groups of individuals, some may not. In any case, don’t try using these
in the continental U.S. or the "PC police" (see below) may come after you.

Asian Pacific = Asian Americans with an identity crisis
Asian Pacific Islander = an archaic term used by "progressive" Asian

Americans at UCLA and elsewhere to describe themselves
Bitch-na = mindless pseudobureaucrat that likes to &deed
Bud Light = what women drink to avoid island spread
Bud= the universal beer of the Pacific
Catpit = a woman’s apartment
College Professor = Village idiot
Deeleed = to recycle newspapers to suppress objectionable articles; to

O ramble on pointlessly
Deshened = to change your appearance in order to avoid being recog-

nized
Diversity = Dating more than one person at a time
Dogpound = a man’s apartment
Ethnic Cleansing = Raising university registration fees in order to bal-

ance the budget
Filipino = a haolefied Pilipino
Flyswat = to make a pass at a hula dancer
Haole = foreigner; a person of European ancestry (usually prefaced by

the adjective "dumb" or "stupid")
Haole borrow = to steal
Haole Heaven = UCSD; UC Santa Barbara; UCLA before 1970
Island Spread = the tendency that women of the Pacific have to put on

weight as they age
Island Time = the chronic lateness attributed to Pacific Islanders
Island Tread = a condition that afflicts Pacific Islander men who drink

too much Bud
Multiculturalism = Eating a kosher burrito in Little Tokyo; being served

pseudo-Mexican food by Asians at Tia Molly’s
Nevahmind = an island expression of resignation
Oriental -- a derogatory term to describe Asian Americans
Pake = cheap; stingy
PC Police = overly-sensitive political "activists" who try to force their

"ideas" upon everyone
P1 Limosine = a police car
Pineapple = a Pacific Islander who acts Asian
Popolo = a non-Larino bruddah from South-Central L.A. or Harlem
Pseudohaole = an Asian American
Rational Choice = Becoming a drug dealer in Colombia instead of at-

tending UCSD
Sociologist = a haole who dates Pacific Islanders
Tautology = the study of people who wear tight clothing
Yogurt Peanrt = a haole who acts like a Pacific Islander
YP = the bastard child of Momentum and the Koala
Tt~e vwu,, and op,nia~tt expre~sed by Mr. IGa’il.old’, do not ntce~mri~ reflect those o~Mommtwm or its tpomom

*ad firn~ng ~o~e, -- The Editor~

-gist

1994 Jeep Wranglers
ICe&
Lisa Kim
Baseball Caps (worn properly)
Folgers w/Flavored Creamer
Caf~ Roma
Korean Soap Operas
Momentum
Levi’s Shirts
Multiculturalism
Muffins
Plain T-shirts

1994 Acura Integras
Reeboks
Connie Chung
Baseball Caps (worn badrward)
Espresso/Cappuccino
The Grove Caf~
American Soap Operas
Pac Ties
Flannel Shirts
Rational Choice
augulla
T-shirts with 3 letters

1. Cry for You
Jode,i (Uptown)

2. Keep Ya Head Up
2Pac (Interscope)

3. Can We Talk
Tevin Campbell (Qwest)

4. U.N.I.T.Y.
Queen Latifah (Motown)

5. Gin & Juice
Snoop Doggy Dogg (Death Row/
Inter, cope)

1. The Scent of Green Papaya
2. Farewell My Concubine
3. Philadephia
4. Golden Gate
5. Heaven and Earth
6. Reality Bites

1. Toni Braxton
Toni Braxton (LaFace)

2. Lethal Injection
Ice Cube (Priority)

3. Music Box
Mariah Carey (Columbia)

4. Doggy Style
Snoop Doggy Dogg (Death Row/
Inter, cope)

5. Black Reign
Qaeen Latifl~h (Motown)

1. Picket Fences
CBS

2. Melrose Place
Fox

3. Beverly Hills 90210
Fox

4. Martin
Fox

5. The Si~p~m
Fox

Can i slip an S
closer to your heart
perhaps take an L
use its elbow to
stroke the softness
of your hair
there

we have
the darkness of this sheet
to stretch & hide in
to use as our blanket

maybe i might drop
M’s somewhere around your ear,
let their legs reach &
hook themselves
dangle off
your earlobes

V’s could roll down your back
like beads of velvet
& we could

end the night
hair falling onto my face
like T’s
as you and i
laugh together
clutching hands
in a night spent
under paper white sheets
sweating letters and sex

IAdrian Arancibia

Blena~ continued fiom page 10

Father Michael Tran, a newly ordained priest for

the Vietnamese Catholic Mass at Good Shepherd
Catholic Church, has views not unlike those of
N akamura’s. He says that the word "Catholic" means
universality and should be extended towards all
peoples. Yet, at the same time, he believes there is
also a need to serve the Vietnamese comnmnity.

According to Tran, "Most new converts don’t
know how to speak English, especially when they
have to attend a mass in Spanish or English. They
feel insecure, and this is very hard for newcomers.
It’s important to make them feel more at home by
helping people to worship God in our own language,
and then help them to understand that God is the
universal language." Even if the churchgoer does not
understand Viemamese, Tran says that at least they
will still be able to follow the mass.

"We are called to share one love in Christ, but
some people want to specit), themselves with certain
groups," says Tran. He believes that it is important
to spread more of a multi-cultural message to other
people, and as he puts it, to know that everyone can
"still share the same faith." "It’s not necessary that
you have to be Vietnamese in order to come.
Everyone’s welcome. But how much you understand
can be a problem," says Tran.

At the Samoan Congregational Christian
Church of San Diego, Karite Filemoni says that the
vision of the church is to get Samoans and others to
get to know the Lord. Filemoni is the twenty-one
year old wife of the minister. Born on the island of
Samoa, she has only been back to visit twice and
doesn’t feel that she understands very many of the
Samoan customs.

She says that at the church services used to be

conducted in both English and Samoan, but because~
her husband wants Samoan youths to know the lan-
guage, the services are now done almost exclusively
in Samoan verse. "In Samoan," she says, "we speak
more in the custom language. Our words are really
deep and respectful." Filemoni says that a lot of the
members of the youth group do not understand the
Samoan language. "It’s like they’re pure white even
though their parents are full-blooded Samoan," she
says, adding that when services are done in both lan-
guages, she feels that both groups really get some-
thing out of it.

"It’s hard being the minister’s wife," says
Filemoni, who is relatively new to the area and to

See Churches, page 30

Treatmre, continued fiom page 11

When Angela Davis, a promi-
nent African American Studies Pro-
fessor (who teaches at UCSC) and
civil rights leader came to UCSD a
iitde over a year ago, students so ught
to commission a local artist, Mario
Torrero, to paint a mural of in honor
of her and incorporate in it the
theme of"resistance." The students
were able to obtain a generous grant
from the Centro Cultural de la Raza
in Balboa Park, and Mr. Torrero
completed the mural in time for it
to be unveiled in the presence of
Professor Davis herself. Her ~ce is
the largest and most apparen’ ",;ure
in the mural, but there are ,nany
other resistance leaders hono,ed in
the work as well. These includ, Chd
Guevarra, Cesar Chavez, ’.’hilip
Veracruz, Rigoberta Menchu’,
Elaine Kim, Mao Tse Tsung,
Malcom X, and several other The

mural is awash in a blaze of color,
and is easily apparent to anyone ap-
proaching the Chd on foot or by car.

On the back wall of the build-
ing is a another mural, sanctioned by
the students and painted by the art-
ist Gerardo Navarro, which relates
the theme "The Ballot or The Bul-
let." In an apocalyptic landscape, a
huge robotic INS guardsman glares
down at a huddled mass of people
who seem to be running on a road-
way, a reference to border crossings.
To the left of the robotic figure, a
brown skinned woman cradles her
infant, a perturbed expression creas-
ing her forehead. Aald to the right,
Lady Liberty has donned a gas mask
and clutches a handful of explicitly
phallic missiles in place of the torch
which symbolically illumines the
promise offered byAmerica,. In the
far right-hand comer, a face which
is on one side that of Malcolm X and

on the other that of Chd Guevarra
looks on, as a large hand with an 1 PC
Product code stamped on it is hand-
cuffed to another mysterious, blue
hand which disappears into a dark
obscurity at the edge of the mural.
A tiny inscription in the corner in-
vokes the viewer to "Vote Now."

After the "Take Back the Night
March" two years ago, in which
women marched across the campus
with visiting speaker Ann Simonton
in order to protest a rash of rapes
that had occurred both on and of
campus, there appeared on the walls
of the Chd a mural depicting the
biological symbol for the female,
with the modification that the up-
ward bar had a fist of solidarity
crowning it.

Of course, not all of the murals
at the Ch~ were wrought out of or-
ganized political events. There is a
mural put up by Damien, the former

lead singer of the local group
Daddylonglegs, which proclaims "I
Just Love." A former V.A. student
painted a mural depicting the pre-
carious state of the world today, with
the message that "Us Fish Must
Swim Together." In the central
courtyard of the Ch~, former Chd
collective member G.B. Hajim,
painted a portrait of the significant
African leader Nkurmah. And I my-
self was a member of the Chd collec-
tive, during which time I painted a
mural depicting a Hopi Indian corn
ritual.

More than most other art pieces
on the campus (considering their
history of alienating students’ opin-
ions), the murals at the Chd are an
organic part of a handful of student
visions. The murals servc as a trib-
ute to students finding a voice and
a means with which to express them-
selves. Pl
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I 1942 Internment: A mattress bag became an mist’s canvas, a dull butter
knife turned into a carving tool, crates became picture frames.

On February 19, 1942, President D. Roosevelt signed Executive Or-
der 9066, two months after the attack on Pearl Harbor. The order au-
thorized the evacuation of any and all persons of Japanese descent from

restricted strategic military zones along the Pacific Coast states in order
to prevent acts of sabotage and espionage. As a result, more than 120,000
people of Japanese ancestry were forced to abandon businesses, homes,
farmlands, and their personal property. Under armed military guard,
they were first transported by trains and buses to assembly centers such

as Santa Anita. In the following months, they were relocated to intern-
ment camps in desolate parts of California, Arizona, Idaho, Wyoming,
Colorado, Utah, and Arkansas. These initial events, and those which
fbllowed through 1946, significantly altered the lives of twentieth-cen-
tu~ Japanese Americans.

"The View From Within: Japanese American Art from the Intern-
ment Camps, 1942-1945," is the first national exhibition of works of
art produced by Japanese Americans during one of the darkest chapters
m American history. Presented through the collaborative efforts of the

Japanese American National Museum, the UCLA Wight Art Gallery,
and the UCLA Asian American Studies Center, "The View from Within"
presents the artistic response of Japanese Americans to their incarcera-
tion thlough paintings, drawings, watercolors, prints, and sculptures.

[] The Art Schools: Tanforan and Topaz.

@
We beheve that art is one of the most constructive forms of education,

TDrough creative endeavors and artistic production, a sense of appreciation
and calmness is developed, and in consequence, sound judgment and a fine
.~pirit of cooperation follow. -- Chiura Obata

Within days after their arrival at the Tanforan Assembly Center in
South San Francisco, a group of artists led by Chiura Obata began or-

ganizing the Tanforan Art School. Housed in a mess hall, the school
was a monumental undertaking, ultimately offering ninety-five classes
per week for internees aged six to over seventy.

For many of the artist/instructors, the "movement," as they called

the art school -- provided an opportunity to continue making art while
underscoring their faith in the power of creativity to overcome the daily
confusion and uncertainty engendered by the evacuation and incarcera-

tion. For the nine hundred students who enrolled in its courses, the art
school provided a way to pass the largely unstructured spans of time that

characterized daily life and allowed a positive oudet for the oppressing
social and psychological effects of camp life.

The art school at Tanforan, which was later moved to Topaz, Utah,
was by no means the only art school, as there was some form of art in-

struction at the ten internment camps, and many of the assembly cen-
ters and Justice Department camps. However, the results of the school
at Tanforan symbolize the siriUs, ingenuity, and perseverance of the in-
terned artists, and demonstrate that range of artist-instructors’ artistic

styles and working methods.

[] The Documentors

Wheneverpossible, I sketched li~b in camp. The drawings were like pho-
tographs.--Kango Takamura

Many artists turned to drawing, sketching, and painting as a way to
record and document their experiences. Their art served as a personal
record of people, places, and events, and as a reminder of the collective
experience of the camps.

George Hoshida kept a continual record of his stay at five different
internment locations, charting his journey from Kilauea Military Camp
and Sand lsland in Hawai’i, to Santa F~, New Mexico, Jerome, Arkan-
sas, and finally G;la River, Arizona. He drew on loose-leaf paper which
he carefully preserved in several notebooks. Kango Takamura was for-

¯
Mine Okube

One day the canteen sold yard goods
and the women went wild, 1942. Mine
Okube used artistic skills to record
aspects of daily life while incarcerated at
Tanforan and Topaz. Thi, ink drawing
comes from a series of 250 drawings,
many of which became a part of her
book Citizen 13660

bidden to have a camera, so he painted. Afraid of arousing the suspicion of
camp authoriries, he initially used a cartoon-like style to depict the guard

tower, barbed-wire fences, and other evidences of internment. Once it
became clear that he was free from reprimand, he began a series of water-
colors depicting daily activities in Santa Fd and Manzanar. After the war,
Mine Okube and Estelle lshigo’s drawings and commentary of camp life
were compiled and published, respectively, as Citizen 13660and LoneHeart

Mountain. Within the Japanese American community, the concept of
"shikata ga nai" ("it cannot be helped") has engendered a silence about the
experiences of internment. Given this reluctance, the artists’ works take
on greater importance as both a visual documentation of internment, and

as a catalyst for shared stories and experiences yet to emerge.

Ilq Individual Artists

I am an artistpainting inside. --Harry Sugimoto

For many artists, the biggest obstades to making art in camp was the
lack of supplies and the initial fear of the authorities’ reaction to art-mak-
ing. Time, a necessity for any artist, was the unexpected windfall of the

incarceration. Ingenuity was essential.
A mattress bag became an artist’s canvas; a dull butter knife turned into

a carving tool; crates became picture frames and coal dust became a pig-

ment. Many artists took camp jobs that allowed them access to materials,
which afforded them small amounts of money to order supplies from the
outside. Henry Sugimoto taught in the high schools at Jerome and Rohwer,

Arkansas and Kenjiro Nomura and Kamekichi Tokita painted signs for
Minidoka, Idaho, administration. The camp authorities came to encour-
age painting and drawings as a recreational oudet and as a way to suggest
normal and "flee" life in camp. The artists turned their barracks into stu-

dios, held exhibitions in the mess halls and auditoriums, and embarked on

public projects induding the painting of murals.
Ironically, the period of unjust incarceration would prove to be a pro-

lific time for many of the interned artists. Following the end of World War
11 racism, reintegration into mainstream America, and the burden of re-
building lost communities, homes, and businesses would make the pur-
suit of art nearly impossible for most artists who were internedJlq

Steamed Manapua or
"Char Siu Bao"

Ingredients

Yeast Mixture:
1/4 tsp. salt
2 tsp. sugar
1 pkg. yeast

1/2 cupflonr
1 cup u’arm tt’ater

Flour Mixture:
8 cupsflrmr
1 tsp. salt
1/3 cup oil
1/2 cup sugar

Char Siu Filling:
2 cups diced char sm
1 bundle Cbinese]~ars/tg’. chc~t~t~c’ct

Directions
1. Prep:ire yeast mixture and let stand 1 hour.

2 Prepare flour mixture.
5. Gracltulllv add yeast mixture tc) flour mixture.

Knead well. l.ct rise 1 hour.
Punch ¢k~wn and roll intc) 3~) b’alls.
Fill with oh:it siu filling,

Place cin small squares (ffwax pac’r and lc’t rise 
h{)tir.

8. ,~tcAill 15 IlliTltltCS.

Spam Musubi

Ingredients
2 cups rice
4 tablespoons of rice vinegar

1 tsp. sugar
1 tsp. salt

1 can Spare
1 pkg. sushi nori

Directions

1. Cook rice with a little extra water and allow

to cool.
2. Dissolve sugar and salt into rice vinegar by

heating in a small skillet.
Add rice vinegar mixture to rice and stir well.

Slice Spam into 8-10 pieces and fry it.
Slice nori into 1-inch strips.
Wet hands with salt water and scoop up rice,
shaping it into a rectangular-shaped musubi.

(Hint: can also use Spam can as a musubi
mold, however be careful of the edges.)
Place Spare on musubi.
Wrap with nori strip.

.
4.

5.
6.

.

8.

Images, Continued from page.~ ~ ~

Therefore, the essential element
in studying this controversy, lies not
in the arena between African Ameri-
cans and Korean Americans, but in

the seat of the spectator. White
America seems to be moving further

and further away from "minority"
communities and taking all the re-
sources with them. Very seldom will

you find large corporations investing
their businesses in "minority" com-

munities. Money does not circulate
in these communities because com-
panies do not invest in them, due to

the "high risk" factor of these neigh-
borhoods. Without businesses to
provide services and employment to
the people, these neighborhoods fall
into a pit of despair, in which pov-
erty and crime dominate.

The abandonment of African
American communities by white

businesses and residents is a clear in-
dication that integration is not a
concern. As white people continue

to pull their children out of public
schools and place them under the

protection of private schools, or as
businesses continue to keep out of
African American communities, we

begin to see the same pattern of the
vicious cycle of segregation that pro-
vides more opportunities to white
communities and disenfranchises
those communities of color. This
cycle is the crux of the rage and frus-

tration that caused Los Angeles’
underprivileged African Americans,
Latinos, and Asian Americans to lash
out and destroy their own homes. It

is simple to narrow the problem
down to Koreans and African
Americans fighting amongst each

oilier due to cultural misunder-
standings and class conflict; how-
ever, this over-simplification only
results in the further erosion of both

communities.
Is it in the interests of whites to

pit "minorities" against each other?

These images are presented in the
media profusely in order to manipu-
late us into believing them. I re-
member watching African Ameri-

cans running wildly in the streets
looting and burning stores. I also
remember watching Koreans stand-
ing on roof tops shooting down at
African Americans with their rifles.

These are the images presented that
show two cultures more violent and
racist than the dominant culture. I
barely remember hearing about the
30,000 Koreans and their support-
ers marching down Koreatown

blaming the white system for the
urban violence. Such incidences like
this and the joining of many Korean
churches and African American
churches conflicts with the interests

of the media and therefore receive
less coverage.

I do not doubt that Koreans and
African Americans have their differ-
ences, but to assume that these dif-

ferences could lead to the caliber of
disaster seen on April 29, 1992
would be inconceivable. Koreans
suffered a fate in Los Angeles deter-
mined by white America, not Afri-
can Americans. There is a need to

address the problems that are erod-
ing away our inner-cities. The me-
dia can only point their fingers at
Asians, African Americans, and

Latinos for so long.

@



DEGREES OF FREEDOM
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As a minority woman, I...As
an Asian American woman,

L..As a woman of color, I...As
a feminist,... I not a foreigner,
yet foreign.
--Trinh T. Minh-Ha

8tory

HALLENGIN

THE ROLES:
The Hetemejenai of Asian American MaPs

In dominant discourses on race and sexuality as propa-

gated by mainstream American media, Asian men are seen
as either harmless wimpy computer nerds or as threaten-

ing Kung fu masters. These characters explicidy lack any
sexual traits. Like all stereotypes, these roles fix and con-

tain and thereby deny the humanity and visibility of Asian
men as complex desiring subjects and desired objects.

While it is interesting to ’include’ Asian men in visual

representations traditionally reserved for non-Asian white
men, it is even more important to problematize these cul-

turally biased criteria of what constitutes hypermasculine
sex appeal and strength. To contest these mass media con-
structions, I visually interrogate these stereotypes and imag-
ine alternative identities in my art work by a three way ap-

proach: (1) pointing out, re-enacting, and playing with
existing stereotypes to foreground their narrow un-’natu-

ral’ -ness; (2) countering misleading, harmful notions 
Asians as homogeneous and inter-changeable, thus, reclaim-
ing our historical and cultural specificities in the ongoing
process toward sel f-naming, self-empowermen t, and visibil-

ity; (3) focusing on Asian men as desiring and desired sexual
subjects, as tile issues are played out in the physical Asian
male body; I examine, in particular, gay Asian male desire

between Asian men and in relation to white dominant mas-
culine ideals of desire, such as those characterized by tan,
blond musclemen, Marlboro men and Marky Mark.

My artwork involves several photographic techniques,
including sel f-portraitu re and portraiture. The format com-
prises of re-creations of surveillance and institutional pho-

tography to articulate the institutionalized constructions of
Asian stereotypes and view of Asians as homogeneous and

indistinguishable--and photographic nudes through the
codes of art,fashion,advertising,pornographic photography
in looking at the sexual Asian male body.

It is not enough to simply replace the Asian male body

into pre-existing structures that have historically denied it
entry, inclusion, and thus visibility; but rather one must

also question the structuring power of dominant modes of

representation themselves. This process is accomplished by
critically and self-consciously employing various photo-
graphic discourses to address how they have constituted
Asian male identities k

The cost of liberty is less than the price of repression.

-- W.E.B. Du Bois

8tory
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In the act of resistance the rudiments of freedom
are already present.

-- Angela Davis

Artv~rk by Hodng T. Ng.yen

No one can dub you
That’s yours to claim.
-- Odetta

with dignity.

Intolerance can grow only in the soil of ignorance; ~om

its branches grow all manner of obstacles to human
progress.
-- Walter White

F
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COMMUNITY BASED ART IN LOS ANGELES: DEFINING THE RHETORIC

T
hose of us who mak~ our living teaching history rarely
think about how difficult and dangerous our jobs are.
Whenever I make this claim, my mother points out
that what I do does not fit her definition of a hard job

because it entails no heavy lifting and you don’t have

to buy special shoes to go to work. But l’m thinking of a different
kind of difficulty and danger: the diflqculty of compressing tile infi-
nitely diverse and plural experiences of human society into slender

narratives based owl fragmentary remnants from the past that make up
the historical record, and the danger of opening up old wounds by
confronting honestly and directly the hurts and heartbreaks of history.

It is not easy to speak to young people about history. To them, all
moments from the past can seem alike. Our culture’s emphasis on im-

mediate gratification and direct sensations does little to cultivate a sense

I

"On Community Based Arts

institutions."It is something that in-

teracts and has a true relationship
with its self and with the community,
meaning the streets and people that
live in and around that center.

There’s a true relationship. There’s
an interaction. The needs of the
people that live in and around that
center are integrated or responded to

by that center." I~1

"True community based art making
is public art projects, murals, fairs, that

capitalize on an energy already there in
the community; workshops that help

identify the neighborhood and string
the neighborhood together." []
qRuben Martinez, Writer

I

"...You have a lot of distinct cultural
minority communities and in order for the

whole to survive and prosper, each indi-
vidual community has to feel that they are
a part of the larger community. So the Ko-
rean American community must feel like
it’s a part of the larger Los Angeles commu-
nity. Same for Latinos and African Ameri-

cans.
It has to do with relations and one’s

sense of legitimacy or sense that timy are in-
cluded and considered a part oftlae wimle.
On a day to day existence it means that chil-
dren, youth and families, senior citizens...

of change over time. As Michael Frisch demonstrates in his splendid
~Theresa Chavez, Community

A LAND
book, A Shared Authority, the history that most people in the U.S.

Arts Resources, Los Angeles

know is reallya stripped-down mythical narrativederived from popular

culture, tbltdore, and political rhetoric. We could all recite the con-
tours of this story-- one in which religious Pilgrims cross the Atlan-

A
tic us search of,’freedom, ’ eat a big dinner with Indians, travel west-

ward across an ’empty" continent praying and singing songs as they
go, until they eventually reach Disneyland before journeying m the

THOUSAND

By George Lipsitz
PROFESSOR OF ETHNIC STUDIES

DANCE5

should have access to the kinds of services,

schools, parks, recreations, day care., to live
a self sufficient life. If you don’t have that,
it’s going to be difficuh to get a sense of
community.

So if you go into alot of ghetto con>
munities--I would include Koreatown in
that definition--then it’s very difficuh for
people to have a sense ofcomnmnity when

moon. Or something like that. This is the kind of story that Ronald

Reagan used to tell with so much convictiou (if somewhat less knowl-
edge), and it is a narrative that undergirds much of our political life.
It is not entirely false, but it is only one truth.

The storybook narrative of the American past does not prepare
us to think about the Americans who crossed the Pacific rather than

the Atlantic, or about the people who did not come to America past
a statue lifxing its light beside the golden door, but instead had America
come to them with the brutality and sadism of conquest, slavery, and

genocide. It is too partial a story to stand alone. Partial in the sense
that it is incomplete, but also partial in the sense that it takes sides, it

makes the experience of a few people stand for the experience of ev-
eryone. This is not to say that we can never make a synthesis out of

diverse experiences, but rather that we need to know what we are syn-
thesizing. We run too great a risk of error if we synthesize too soon,
before we survey the plurality of stories and experiences that make up
our collective past.

It is hard for me to understand how we can do otherwise. When
we look around our classrooms, we see direct evidence ofwhat Herman
Melville wrote in Red.burn, that if you spill a drop of American blood,

you spill the blood of the whole wodd. Our students bring history
with them into the dassroom; part of who they are is how they came

to be. They are the products of revolutions and mass migrations as
well as of continuity and tradition. Their collective story can never be

represented adequately by one narrative told from one point of view.
What may have seemed like the heroic conquest of the west to

Euro-American setders, might very well have looked like conquest and

genocide to Native Americans. The Constitution that seemed to guar-
antee liberty to its authors, also provided tacit sanction for slavery in
the eyes of African Americans. The workers who built the labor move-
ment in California saw themselves as honest producers resisting ex-

ploitation by wealthy employers, but the Asian American and Mexi-
can American workers excluded from their struggle might very well
have seen these "honest producers" as the exploiters. To the extent

that we have had a "common culture" in the United States, it has been
one of dialogue, negotiation, and conflict.

Fortunately, things are changing. An extraordinary body of schol-
arship in recent years has illumined the complexity and plurality of
U.S. history. In When Jesus Came the Corn Mothers Went Away
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991), Ramon Gutierre-z pre-

sents the Spanish and Anglo conquests of New Mexico from an in-
digenous point of view, revolutiofiizing our understanding of what

See l~mnn, page 32

I

"Diversity means to share the

power and share the wealth. And
multicultural means to share it with

everybody. It’s simple. It’s hard for
those who are in control.
Diversiry...l’m hoping it doesn’t be-
come a passd term, because I don’t

want it to become like affirmative
action, just another term everybody

USES." []

--Harvey Lehman, Museum of Af-
rican American Art

Interviews byJoamze Tashiro

I

"What continually needs to happen is
to make people aware that diversity is
something--them. How do we make it
relevant to everyone. I think that there

again, is coming up with the right termi-
nology to describe what it iswe’re all talk-
ing about. When I hear cultural diversity,
it’s kind ofthisconvenient phrase...for not

only differences in culture but in regions,
socioeconomics, abilities, age, work expe-
rience..."[]
~Cayleen Nakamura, KCET

your neighborhood is plagued with crime
and drugs and your kids are getting into
gangs. And we’ve come so far from com-
nmnity that people are longing fbr it and
yet, it has to be redefined in a new way."[]

--Bong Hwan Kim
Korean Youth Center, Los Angeles

I

"’Diversity is a verb and not a noun. 1

don’t think you can define it very. well. You
gotta be doing it. It’s really the conversa-
tion that takes place that helps move some-
thing. It forces you to shift." []

--Ron Wakabayashi, Los Angeles

City Human Relations Commission

DIVERSITY IN THE HUMANITIES?

By Leland T. Saito
PROFESSOR OF ETItNIC STUDIES

I was in a meeting evaluating a 1993 San
Diego Series that examined the meaning of

"community," "neighborhood," and "a sense
of belonging" among other things. A few
people mentioned how the events highlighted
different areas in San Diego and showed how
people and places differed, yet were linked by

common concerns, issues.

One person passed out copies of a talk
presented by Sheldon Hackney, Chairman of
the National Endowment for the Humanities

at the National Press Club. Talking about the
conflicts that have "capture(d) the headlines,"

Hackney suggested that "All of our people--
left, right, and center--have a responsibility
to examine and discuss what unites us as a

country, about what we share as common
American values in a nation comprised of so
many divergent groups and beliefi."

l wonder if the emphasis on common
themes is a way of shutting down voices of dis-

Yet, when we see a play, read a story or
poem, listen to a song, is it just this message that
we want, the "big" themes? Or are we moved by
those subjects emerging from a richly textured
setting, with a developed and ;auanced under-
standing of the situation, created from one of
the many communities in the nation? One that

strikes our guts, makes us stamp our feet, and
shake our fists, as it resonated through the ex-
periences and memories of our lives. Isn’t that

sent? Countering those who point out the ineq- one of the goals of the humanities? Not just to
uities in funding that occurs among humanities get across the big theme, but also to produce the

organizations?
interesting stories that emerge from particular

Yes, one can say that all people share certain contexts?
things such as the power of dreams and hope to So saying that just because something has a
pull us through difficult times, the need for af- universally understood theme does not mean that
fection and love. The argument seems to say: so it will be appreciated byall individuals and groups

what if the story happens to focus on whites. Be-
cause of the universal themes, everyone, no mat-

ter what their ethnic or racial background, can
enjoy it. Yes, funding may primarily go to groups
that produce things that emerge from a white
context, but the universal themes can be enjoyed

by everyone. They benefit everyone.

in the same way. Saying that it does just seems to

be another excuse for not fimding works rooted
in ethnic and racial cotnmunities; to fall short of

what should be a goal of the humanities, that is,
to produce works that emerge form the wonder-
fial variety of communities that exist. []

@
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Coming in

from the Cold

By Dragon Tongue
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Sit down, I’m going to tell you a story. Lis-
ten carefully, because I could be the person sit-
ting next to you, your best friend, your cousin,
your sister -- l could be anyone.

Freshman year: college, away from the con-
straints of home. A whole new world -- freedom
at last? I can make my own decisions, live myown
life.

Not really.
I realize that I fall in love with women far

more readily than I do with men -- that my ideal
life would be spent with a woman. But I think
that I can’t do anything about it: I could never
hurt my parents that way.

Besides, Asians aren ’t gay, are they? I’ve never
seen one -- at least, I don’t think I have. It’s in-
conceivable to me.

So I push the feelings aside. They’re still there,
though.

A few years later, I’m watching the Gay &
Lesbian Pride Parade. To my amazement, a col-
orful streamer-waving group of Asian men march

by: it slowly clicks in my head.
They ’reAsian. They ’remarch-

ing in the Pride Parade. They’re
Asian. They must have parents,
tOO.

An obvious statement, but
it’s a realization that opens up
an entire realm of possibilities
for me.

I finally admit to my self, and to dose friends,
that l want to be with a woman, that I want to
pursue my feelings for women. I finally "come
OUt."

Of course, that’s not the end of the story.
Coming out isn’t just a matter of announc-

ing a sexual identity to the world. The pride you
hear us express comes with a price and a history.
It’s a long, often difficult, process of coming to
grips with many things: a new lesbian and gay
community and culture, a new conception of self
and the world, realizing societal pressures and the
threat of violence, and reworking personal rela-
tionships -- especially with the family.

Many Asian Americans want to deny that

Asians can be gay -- this, despite the fact that
homosexuality has existed in Asia for centuries.
Being gay is not just a "white thing." You’d be
surprised how many of us there are.

Often, in the presence of our heterosexual
Asian American peers, we feel alienated, conde-
scended to, barely tolerated, and even ignored and
denied.

Many people giggle and snicker during gay
love scenes in movies. They avert their eyes when
they see our tables and signs at Asian American
functions, when they see us holding hands, when
they see us dancing close. They fall silent when
the "topic" is raised in class.

All of this as if we were not there, as if we did
not have feelings, as if we could not be your sis-
ters and brothers.

Their discomfort is obvious, and distancing.
And the individual rejection carries the weight of
an entire community behind it.

We all know that in our Asian cultures, the
family is one of the strongest and most impor-
tant social and emotional bonds -- a bond that
is, for the first generation, often made all the
stronger by the experiences of immigration and
cultural/linguistic displacement.

Many Asian American lesbians and gays hesi-
tate to come out to their parents, for a variety of
reasons: not wanting to hurt them, not wanting
to 1o~ the last remaining tie to our Asian back-
ground, not wanting to bring "shame" to the fam-
ily name, fearing rejection, expecting the worst
-- the possibilities seem endless, and the fear and
guilt, sometimes near paralyzing.

Before coming out to my parents, I had al-
ready envisio ned the possible responses: "Ai, what
did 1 do wrong? .... Ai-yah, what will we tell the
relatives?" I knew my being a lesbian would be
hard for my parents to accept-- not only because
they had been raised to believe that it was
"wrong," but also because of the social expecta-
tions and pressures on them to raise "good" chil-
dren. If the kids turned out "bad" it must have
been their own fault-- or so the reasoning went.

They would lose face to their fami-
lies and communities if anyone
were to find out that their child was
not "normal."

So, out of respect for my par-
ents’ need for privacy, I sometimes
choose not to be completely "out"
and "visible" in Asian American
communities-- though in all other
aspects of my life, people know
about my lesbian activism. This is

the reason I write today under a pseudonym --
not out of so-called "internalized homophobia"
or shame, but out of a respect that arises directly
from my cultural familial situation as an Asian les-
bian. This is necessary at this point in my and my
parents’ lives -- perhaps in a few years it will be
different.

Some lesbians and gays who are "out" to their
families are cut off indefinitely, with little hope
for reconciliation. And on the flip side of the coin,
others expend large amounts of energy trying to
ensure that their parents will not find out that
they are gay, not wanting to hurt, disappoint, or
bring "shame" upon them.

See Col~ page 32

The Big

Picture
I Asian Americans Absent

in Advertising

By Scott Hamashige
STAFF WRITER

Much has been made out of the supposed
"model minority" status of Asians in Ameri-
can society-that Asians supposedly earn more
in relation to other minorities. Media sources
attribute this supposed "minority success
story" to the values which many Asian Ameri-
can families stress, namelyeducation and hard
work. But if it is true that Asian Americans
have more disposable income than other mi-
nority groups, why are so few advertisers will-
ing to employ Asian Americans to pitch their
products to a community alleged to have
deeper pockets than other minorities who
enjoy more target-specific advertising?

A case in point would be the success story
of Asian American figure skater Kristi
Yamaguchi. Her brilliant Olympic perfor-
mances put her in the national media spot-

i COUR I[SY
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light during the Olympics, but afterwards theen-
dorsement opportunities were few and far be-
tween. Perhaps the biggest endorsement oppor-
tunity Yamaguchi gained out of her Olympic
appearances were endorsements for the Bank of
Hawaii, a relatively small institution with a small
target audience. Small fish to fry for someone that
commanded the national and international me-
dia attention Yamaguchi did during the Winter
Olympics.

What can be drawn from the relative reluc-
tance of corporations to employ Asian Americans
to advertise? Perhaps Asian Americans are NOT

Mixed Images
By Eugene Kim
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

During the 1992 Los Angeles "riots", 1,867 Korean-owned businesses were
either looted or burned down. Of the total $347 million in property damage to
Los Angeles, half belonged to Koreans. Upon hearing all the activities preceeding
the "riots," these figures should not be too astounding. The tension between Mri-
can Americans and Korean Americans was sufficiendy exaggerated to create such
disastrous consequences. The media successfully heightened tension between both
minority groups by repeatedly showing the videotape of Korean grocer Soon Ja
Du shooting LaTasha Harlins, a 14 year old African American girl. Also shown
were the leaders of the Brotherhood Crusade condemning and protesting Korean
businesses in South Central. These were the only images presented by the media.
This is not to say that these events did not occur; however, at the rate and consis-
tency that the media showed them, one could easily fall into the assumption that

these were the only occurances.
Where are those images that show amiable interaction between Korean mer-

chants and African American customers? Where are those images showing those
African Americans that walked through protests to support some Korean businesses?
These images are not shown because they conflict with the interests of the media.
Exposing any sign of coalition between the two groups would conflict with the
two dimensional perspective portrayed by the news. The sensationalization of the
Korean and African American tension has only served to sever and worsen rela-
tionships between the two groups, as is evident in later consequences.

Please see Imag~ page 15
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the "model minority" they are reputed to be.
Some critics of the term cite the fact that many
of the studies of the Asian American commu-
nity do not take into account the fact that most
of the Asian American population is concen-
trated on the West Coast and Hawaii (two of
the most expensive regions of the United States
to live in), and fail to adjust for the higher costs
incurred in IMng in such a place. Adjusting~
Asian American income with factors like hous-
ing costs and cost of living often shows that
Asian Americans are not the economic tiger the
media paints them to be, nor do they have more
disposable income than other Americans in their
respective geographical areas. This might help
explain the lack ofad campaigns seeking to tar-
get the Asian American consumer.

Another possibility that keeps Asian Ameri-
cans from selling to other Americans has to do
with geopolitical events and the personal memo-
ties such events prick in the minds of consum-
ers. The last three wars the United States has
engaged in have been conducted against Asian
enemies- Japan, Korea and Vietnam. Perhaps
Asian American faces in commercials will revive
memories of past wars and enemies that for
many are better left in the past? Employing
Asian Americans might open those old wounds
for many vets and their families, and drive con-
sumers away rather than attracting them to an
advertiser’s product. Even though the most re-
cent war was over twenty years ago, for many
Americans the memories remain painful and a
sore spot. The United States’ present refusal to
revive diplomatic relations with Vietnam sug-
gest that such might be the case. An Asian face
(to many Americans, consumer and advertiser
alike) is (still) the face of the enemy. 

,Join Imentum
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Mail Call Asian men: victims of
The jury is in: law and ethics

racism and sexism

The author in question...

~ always believed tllat there is more dlan one to approach a problem. 1 understand their Beingway call anger.
The perpetuation of stereotypes it .i
problem which has to be fought at

"But please do not from all angles, because the problem

underestimate the desin"

and the ability o(an

Asian American.fi’mak’

to empathize and

reta/idtc against stereo.

types which denigrate

not only Asian Ameri-

can males, but all

Asian Americans. "

itself is muhi-facetcd. My ,article "A
Little Mail’" was meant as a way to

discredit popular stereotypes ~,t
Asian American males by parod vmb,
t]lC perspettive ota leer+or,, who a~-
tually bellows in all the stereotypes.

Because the perspective is so smali-
minded to the point o fbelicvmg that
any and all Asian American met~
who prove unlike tile prototype are

"’st|rely exceptions." that penis size
negates all other personal qualities,
and that one Asian American man’s
characteristics could be applied to all
Asian American men, I was positive
that the readers of Momentum
would understand the point of the
article. ! did not believe that a

spoon-fed conclusion which spelled
out the message was necessary. That
anyone could take this article liter-

ally and believe that these stereo-
types were all true seemed too ri-
diculous because the perspective had
been so laughable.

But from the reaction the article
has received, I realized that some
people did read the article literally.

called nantes is |lux.cr a pleasant ex-

[~ricnt_c, and rac|al durs from a fel-
low Asian Amcrical~ is despicable.
But please <h> n,,: underestimate tile
desire and rhc ability of an Asian

\mclitan t~’.iai: ,~, empathize and
rc)aliatc ,t}’,ii!-;’,! v:’tcotype~ which

dcnigratc nt+l ,:I:i, )-,Mall ,.\merican
re,des, but all ,’,star+ Americans re-

gardiess o( ge~lder. My intention
when writing :his article was to
point out the id i,.>cy of the misbegot-
ten idea tlmt ai! ,\sian American
males :ire plastic copies of one an-
other without individuali W. People

who can be made to see this, can also
be made to see people of other races,
genders, sexual inclinations, etc., as
individuals as well. And isn’t that a
blessing for all of us?

There isn’t only one way to up-

lift Asian Americans and to erase
racial and sexual stereotypes. You

don’t always have to go around beat-
ing people over the head with the

fact that racism and sexism are stu-
pid and wrong. If you can make
them understand through parody,
then this way is just as effective.

--Ivy Lee

"Mail"

highlights

larger ills

am responding to Ms. Lee s Opinion article from this month s edition of Mo-
ment um (Nov-Dec 1993). It was very disturbing that such an artide was printed

condemning the Asian-American male, as men with small penises, chauvinistic
itudes, and social dysfunctions. Men make up nearly 50% of the Asian Pacific

population, and I am very troubled by this oudook as a concerned Filipino-Ameri-
can woman.

Ms. Lee’s artide highlighted problems currently plaguing our Asian Pacific
islander community:

1) Lack of appreciation for all fellow Asian Pacific islanders, either foreign-born
or otherwise.

2) Limited understanding of the strengths of our community.
3) Socio-political implications upon the Asian-Pacific community to forge our

identity in mainstream society.

First, from a socio-political point of view, I think that we as fellow Asian Pacifies

have a difficult lesson to learn- to appreciate and understand each other despite
our differences. Just because one individual does not speak English very well does
not reduce them to being less human. It is easy to build walls, but it is more re-
warding to achieve the benefits of beginning

See HigMighn, Page 27

his letter is regarding the article entitled "A Little ’Mail"

(Momentum Vol. 3, No. 1, Nov.-
Dec. 1993). I’m sure that you’ve

already received numerous letters re-
garding this particular article but I
would also like to contribute to tile
opinions of the readers.

Although I’ve heard that this
article was meant to be humorous,

the problem I f~:el was that the tone
of the writing was not carried across

as comical or humorous; rather, it
was serious in tone and sincere it+ the

message that it was (or was not) try-
ing to carry across.

The main reason why it might
be looked upon this way would be

that the article did not state that it
was to be taken with humor, or that
it was meant to be a joke. The writer,

Miss Ivy Lee, might have wanted to

write an article that was humorous
but what resulted is that she of
fended ahnost all Asian males who

read it. We took offensc because tiffs
article stereotyped all Asian males to
be "’short...skinnv to the point of
scrawniness," and that attyone who
did not fit this description was an ex-

ception. We might have also taken
offense because it did in fact describe
some Asian males, and this article
just ridiculed them even more.

Overall l’m stare that Miss Lee
did not intentionally make this ar-

ticle derogatory towards Asian men,
but all the article did was stereotype
Asian men to the point that it may
be considered racist attd sexist.
There was no rebuttal to this stereo-

typing within the article so that the
reader could decipher that the article

was meant to be in humor and noth-
ing else.

I hope in filture isstics that tile
reporters re-evaluate their articles
from a diffi:rent point ofviex~ .,.m]

the editors to protect against rots-
taker like this./vlomentum has been
doing a good job thus Ltr and 1 hol.x~
this mistake does not have any long
cerm effbcts on the credibility of the

newspaper.

--John K. Lee

PS. This has nothing to do with
the article in question but what ex-
actly was the message that you were
trying to put across with thc mast-
head reading MO "~IEA’TI ’M?

"A Little Mail" more than a ®

little offensive
vy Lee’s opinion piece ("A Little ’Mail,’" Momentum, Vol. 3, No. 1 Nov.-Dec. 1993) that was

written in reaction to J unichi Semitsu’s article on the stereotype of the Asian
man’s penis is an example of how racist and sexist stereotyping continue

to persist in society despite our frequent attempts to eradicate them. Your
publication, indeed, opens up avenues for many people to begin and sus-
tain dialogues of this kind. But it is in articles of Ms. Lee’s variety that we

find, not surprisingly, a couple of opinions that distort issues and confuse
social realities while donning the mask of "understanding." I raise three

separate but related concerns.
First, that Asian-American men "fail to meet standards" such as penis

size and other indicators of physical, mental and emotional power
or stature certainly assumes that Asian-American men have to be

judged according to some universal guidelines of
We don’t have to wonder what these guidelines are because

it is clear how Ms. Lee imagines them to be: tall, well-built,
athletic, and intelligent. Of course, the verdict one arrives
at is that Asian-American men don’t make it. And if they
do, they are either mere exceptions (Brandon Lee, Jason
Scott Lee, Russel Wong) or they don’t quite make it enough
(he may be an "intelligent, laid-back individual who surfs"

but "he probably has a small penis"). The construction of -~-
an "ideal man" that purports to be applicable to and required
of not only Asian-American but M/men needs to be questioned here. Who

set these standards? How did we arrive at these standards? How do these
standards include and exclude people racially, ethnically, and sexually? I
think we have to ask ourselves if we all blindly agree with these hierarchized

standards (and those who use them), let alone concur with the verdicts that
are arrived at.

Second, that "Asian-American males are extremely short" and there-

fore, pose "an annoying hindrance" to their fashion-co nscious female com-
panions, blatantly essentializes real people-- both men and women, Asian

See Offrn$ive, page 26



Shame

on you

"Remember high school

English, when the "show

not tell" doctrine was the

key to succes~Cul ~y

wrtttng: Its amazing how

many university students

have forgotten this simple

nuance when it comes to

making a point. "

~ unimaginative, stagnant traditionalists who attack the problem of stereotypes

by bludgeoning people with the none-to-subtle "Don’t you know that stereotypes are
bad..." speech:

Shame on you.

That’s a single-minded approach to a muhi-faceted problem, and it oftentimes isn’t particularly
effective. So when someone like Ivy Lee (in "a little mail") tries to shed some creative light on a stagnant
controversy, don’t denigrate her. You should applaud the effort, even if you don’t pick up on the poi-

gnancy.
Remember high school English, when the "show not tell" doctrine was the key to successful essay

writing? It’s amazing how many university students have forgotten this simple nuance when it comes to

making a point. Someone attacks a race/gender stereotype by using this basic literary tool, and you van-
dalize and raise a ruckus? lvy Lee cites example after example of mold-breaking Asian American males,
examples which automatically invalidate the stereotypes surrounding us, yet so many people have missed
this obvious point she makes. She isn’t reinforcing stereotypes, she’s dispelling them, and you better have
a closer look-see at her article if you didn’t pick this up.

Ms. Lee never states that stereotypes aren’t accurate because it isn’t that simple. If you were racist,
and I told you "You know, racism is just so bad because..." and proceeded to give you a ten-page list,
chances are you probably wouldn’t be convinced. Being racist, could you sit and listen to me with an
objective and open mind, and then conclude "You’re right. I was just so misguided, l am now enlight-
ened and am color-blind to the differences in skin color. Thank you for telling me." Not likely. We may
wish it were so easy, but anyone who thinks it is is being ignorantly idealistic.

Instead, Ivy Lee shows us the numerous exceptions to the Asian male stereotypes that exist, and so
many exceptions to the rule can only mean one thing: The rule (Asian males= nerdy, short, Long Duck
Dong, computer whiz) just isn’t accurate, and in fact is blatantly invalid. Stereotypes might fit certain
individuals, but they can never represent an entire population accurately. Is that clear enough?

Please read the article again and follow these simple steps:
1. Look up "satire" in the dictionary.
2. Put yourself in an objective frame of mind

(impossible for some, and in that case, just continue to be upset and stew in your own juices).
3. Read it.

4. Think¯

5. Repeat if necessary.

Hopefully, you will appreciate a novel approach to attacking the age-old problem of race and gender

stereotypes. She shows us how ridiculous one’s thinking must be to believe in those sweeping stereotypes
surrounding the Asian American male. If you still become enraged and think "sell-out article" or "she’s
rejecting her own culture," then I’m sorry. I hope there aren’t too many of you because that’s a sad sign
for higher education in the U.S.

--Jesse Chang

Free speech overriding issue

~n response to the now-infamous Ivy Lee opinion artide, "A Litde ’Mail’".. It seems that every Asian

J’ male is outraged about the various misconceptions this artide appears to promote. Well, you all should be fired up,
but not at Ivy Lee.

I have heard that she intended for her article to be sarcastic. What differentiates sarcasm from insults is the con-
text in which it appears. In this case, the context of Ms. Lee’s article is the Momentum. Is Momentum a racist, Asian

American male-bashing paper? No. Are the other Momentum artides prejudiced against Asian males? No. Anyone
who reads some of the other articles will notice the discontinuity between Lee’s artide and all the other artides in
Momentum and conclude that she was not serious in her article.

Her article appeared in the OPINION section of the paper, and it expressed her OPINION, sarcastic or other-
wise. The key word is OPINION. She is entided to hers, as you are to yours. If that were not the case, we would not

be living in America. The fact that you or I may not agree with the artide is inconsequential. Freedom of speech is a
right for everyone from Ross Perot to Tom Metzger to Ivy Lee. Who is to say that Asian males aren’t short, skinny,
CSE or Pre-Med majors, and don’t have short penises? It is up to the reader to determine what to read, how to inter-
pret what you read, and finally what to believe.

Ivy Lee does not deserve your criticism and heat. Reserve it for anyone who displays true ignorance or prejudice.
I see Ms. Lee’s article as a means of improving myself so I may better exemplify to others the image of an American
with Asian roots.

Star Trek cartoon

deemed racist
"Racism, sexism, elitism, and

all the other ’isms’ that plague our

society will always be with us."
One had to only turn the page in
your last publication to see this was

so. While writing an article about
Ziggy Marley on his call for racial
equality, you do his cause a disfa-
vor by publishing a racist cartoon

entitled "Star Trek" on the next
page. I found the cartoon to be in-

sensitive to us "white people."

First, the cartoon mocked interra-
cial relationships by having Keiko
say, "Even in the 24th century,
white guys are still better." Then,
by showing Mr. Sulu beat up the
character O’Brien, you go one step

further by condoning white bash-
ing. In the wake of the Reginald
Denny beating, this is not a step in
the direction of interracial peace.

I hope you take steps to rectify
this breach in your publication’s
message. You do the "white race,"

the "Asian race," and human race
a disfavor when you publish this
sort of material, for as Ziggy Marley
has said, "We are all brothers and

sisters."
--R. Smith

Words on the

am writing in response to a letter submitted by
Wei-Min Chiu published in the November-Decem-

ber, 1993 issue of Momentum Although I applaud

w-"-/
the author’s effort to establish that the term’ Ameri-
can" includes all residentsofthe United States regard-

less of race, ethnic background, or generation, 1 do
not share his enthusiasm for the "melting pot" ideal.

The "melting pot" is an antiquated term used by
historians to describe the phenomenon of European

immigrants "melting" into American culture and
contributing theft- cultural attributes to the Ameri-

can identity. Superficially, the ideal may seem attrac-
tive; the reality of history is not. While Europeans
were being welcomed with open arms during the
Great Migration at the turn-o f-the century, Asian im-

migrants were perceivec as the "yellow" peril and a
threat to the American economy and culture. G radu-

ally, Asians were barred from entry into the U.S. by

such Congressional acts as the Chinese Exclusion Act
of 1880, the Gendemen’s Agreement with Japan in
1908, and finally, the Immigration Act of 1924 which

effectively barred any Immigration from South and
East Asia all the way until the post-World War I l era.
At the same time that African Americans were not
allowed access tothe melting pot --they were denied
civil rights and economic empowerment. The dual

standard of the melting pot is evident even in today’s

political arena. Prominent figures such as Pat
Buchanan have insisted that Europeans are more

suited for immigration to the U.S. because they can

melting pot...
more readily assimilate into American Culture.

In actttaliry, the melting pot phenomenon set a
standard for this country that today remains conspicu-
ously Euro-based. Even the standards of excellence are
often defined in this fashion. For example, with respect

to English speaking skills, European accents are per-
ceived as "suave" and "refined," while Asian accent,

are disdained for being "vulgar" and "foreign." (Be
lieve it or not, this became an issue in the Sail Fran-
cisco mayoral cantpaign race). Often, fllose who fail
to live up to the standard are forced to the fringes of
society. The "Model Minority" myth is simply a dis-

guised means of reward ing those Asian Americans who
have lived up to the tmictdtural standard the best. Yet,
the highest social status could only be reserved for
those who~ skin color conforms with the culture.
Complete "melting," so to speak, is no more possible
than changing the color of one’s skin. If Americans
continue to embrace this ideal, then they will continue

to embrace racial stratification.
In some of his arguments, Mr. Chiu demonstrates

how the ideal can be misleading. He asserts that Asian
Americans must leave their "safi~ little Asian commu-
nity havens" and "infiltrate America proper." Ironi-
cally, it was the refusal of white Americans to accept
Asian Americans into general society that created the

Chinatowns seen in many large cities. Furthermore,
the author disregards the positive attributes of Asian

See Melting, page 27
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such a large church, "but it’s not
like other churches where you just

come and go. We are so spiritual!y
into the Lord.

Ktmsam Cho, the associate pas-
tor at the Korean United Method-
|st Church of San Diego, leads the
English speaking service on Sun-

day mornings. This is the only one
of three services held on Sunday

morning which is not conducted in
Korean. Founded in 1978, the
Korean [’nited Methodist Church
of San Diego is the largest Korean

church in San Diego.
Cho says that he ffels members

of the many Korean American

chttrches in the l.;nired States have
a hard time getting their children
to come to the church with them.
"Those born and raised here are so

called ’Americanized.’ There’s a
generation gap. But the English-
speaking ministry will help them to

come together," he says.
(Silo believes that by coming to

a Korean chttrch, individuals can
still maintain t heirethrtic identities.
"’lm not against their assimilation
into American society," he says,

"but to be distinctive and strong in
this pluto,! society we need to see
who we are as one particular ethnic

group. 1 hope they are comfortable
as Korean Americans, but ttlti-
mately, we have to invite all friends
into the church." "There’s a danger
in shutting doors," says Cho, who

fights to bring a balanced ministry
to his church, "and I feel like there’s
some kind of barrier between our
church and our neighbors."

With several non--Korean mem-
bers who also attend the church,

there was, at a point in time, concern
expressed over tile title of the church
and talk of dropping dm word "’Ko-
rean" trom the church name, so as

to be less exclusive. But According
to Cho, "we can’t drop that name
right now. The Koreans are still tile
dominant group at this church. We
are still a new service so we don’t
have that kind of authority... It
shouldn’t be racial based anyway. 1

hope our youngsters could connect
themselves with churches of other
races so that through their Christian
fellowship, they could experience a

oneness with Christ." "For me as a
pastor," he continttes, "1 want to

hel~" "..,n to realize that all churches
should pray for the same faith in
God and to develop their activities

to overcome racial differences."
Emily Liu, is a UCSD student

and member of CORE, the leader-

ship team at the Evangelical
Formosan Churcla located in Solana
Beach. A member of the English-

speaking service, she says that at this
point in time, the churclt is mostly
Asian, although this is not how they
hope it will always be in the future.

"\\e want it to be open to anybody
instead of having it seem like it’s
closed off. It’s rest hard because
we’re coming front a predominantly

Asian brauch,’" savs Cho.
Similar to the situation at the

Korean United Methodist Church

of San Diego, Liu says that there is
a proposal to have the word
"Formosan" taken out of the name.
Liu says that supporters of this pro-
posal don’t want the nante of the

church to be limiting. "I think it’s
going to happen," she says, "l’m not
positive, but in the Taiwane:c ser-
vice, they call it Evangelical Church.
We just need to wait to make sure

the board agrees, so it doesn’t cause

division." At the same time, Liu adds

that she feels Evangelical Formosan
Church is a good environment be-

cause it is one in which people can
u nderstand each other cul tu rally and
in that way, better relate to one an-

other. "God is an all-cultures and
all-peoples God," she says.

Korean Christian Mission

(KCM) is one of the Christian fel-
lowships on the UCSD campus.
David Kim, on inter-bible study

relations, says that the fellowship is
not primarily centered upon Asians.

"It’s a matter of the one [t~llowship]
vou feel the most colnfortable with.
[)espitc our different colors and
races, we’re all brothers and sisters in

Christ and we should love one an-
other," he says.

InterVarsity Christian Fellow-
ship (IVCF), another ffllowship 
campus, is one which is interde-

nominational and multi--ethnic. In
trying to engage the entire campus
and address its diversity, it has cre-

ated something called the multi-
ethnic committee.

Kathie Kim, on the leadership
team of this committee, says that it
helps her to understand why God

Faith, continued on page 27

Offensive, ,’onrinued f~om page 23

O and non-Asian--with diverse
physical characteristics living con>
plex sot ial relationships under vary-

ing circumstances. Ms. Lee not
only presents quite an inaccurate

statement per se (as most ,sweeping
generalizations do) but she also de-
livers a pronotmcement whose
ramifications extend f~ar beyond

what was writteu. These are people
who are identified as belonging to
ethnic communities, social groups,
economic classes, political organi-
zations that are mostly syncretic.

Representinghighlyheterogeneous
groups of people like this fuels the
kinds of inter- and intra- ethnic
tensions that these communities

are working out. To make sense of
what was written, one is almost

tempted to ask who she was refer-
ring to. Who is being represented
here? Whose lives are bemg af-
fected? To characterize all Asian-
American males this way debases
their humanity and robs them of

the dignity and complexity of their
lives not only in relation to their
female companions but to their

Asian and non-Asian ancestors,
families, friends, and even them-

selves.

Third, for Ms. Lee to say finally

that "having a small penis...say[s] it
all" despite all exceptions to the

rule, doesn’t quite make it as a sus-

tainable argument. Even if it seems
that there may have been an attempt
at making a witty remark here, I
don’t think many will accuse me of
making a mountain out of a mole-
hill. What is small? What is big? And
why does it matter? There was ab-

solutely nothing in the article which
could have convinced us to buy the
final judgement. Now, it is not my
intention to debate about penis sizes

in relation to power, although I
think that is worth some .serious at-
tention. Regardless, we have to be
extremely careful in avoiding the

kinds of language that are not only
totalizing but also dehumanizing.
And it seems to me that for Ms. Lee

to begin her article by propping up
,several indicators of inadequacy and

exceptional traits other than penis
size, and to end by saying than none

of these other things matter after all
anyway, is not worthy of any engag-
ing rebuttal.

On the whole, the article pre-

sented such insulting blanket state-
ments that appalled me up to the
point when I was deciding whether
1 should dignify it with a response
or just brush it aside like dust that

should have settled long ago. But
these are statements from an opin-
ion piece that came out oft public

forttm, in a publication that is spe-
cifically intended, I would assume,

to be more sensitive to arid under-
standing of Asian-American and
other racial, ethnic, class, and gen-
der coucerns. This is not Ted

Danson in blackface delivering
"funny" racist lines to a group of
friends in a private exclusive club.
This is a public "space" where the

raising of issues needs to be ad-
dressed cautiously and with much
sensitivity. I do not mean to silence
Ms. Lee even though I think that her

efforts at understanding and repre-
senting all Asian-American men are
grossly erroneous and overwhelm-

ingly offensive. These are public
statements that need to be addressed
not so much to silence those who say

them, but to make them listen to
what we have to say in return. If we
just let go of comments like these,
we can be similarly accused to repro-

ducing the very social conditions we

intend to challenge. I believe many
of your readers will concur with me.

Thank you for publishing my

letter.

-Rick Bonus

Grad Stu4.ent, Communications

Ime’mon
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would consider this to bean impor-

tant issue. The multi-ethnic com-
mittee was formed eight years ago
by Asian American students who

were concerned about the issue of
fitting in within such a predomi-
nandynon-minorityenvironment.

"We’re trying to get a better under-
standing of ethnic differences a*td
show how it’s good and brings

glory to God," says Kim.
She adds, "This is important so

that we can help people lay claim

to their ethnic identities. God gives
us this incredible freedom to say

I’m made to be who I am and to

recognize that as beautiful instead
of saying he didn’t make me
white... We try to have honest dis-

cussions, addressing racism so that
non-minorities won’t get defen-
sive. From honesty, we can develop
racial reconciliation. It’s all about

sacrifice and repentance and for-
giveness. There’s so much to ra-
cially reconcile. God want, us to
have it, but we won’t listen."

The multi-ethnic committee
of IVCF tries to fashion its activi-

ties around its particular goals. In
the past, they have shown movies
centered upon issues such as recon-

ciliation or movies which covered
specific historical events, such as
theJapaneseAmerican Intern ment.

According to Kim, "These are all
tools to help us see the things we do
and make us aware." With World

Impact, the committee has brought
people to work with the inner city.
And on campus, those on the com-

mittee have tried to get IVCF to get
together with other fellowships on
the campus. Kim believes this is

important in order to bring in the

influence of other groups so that
there will not be so much division.
"I think when we’re distant with

one another, there starts division
and stereotypes," she says, adding
that "Our long term goal is to work
with other groups on campus if

they want to." An example of this
would be through InterVarsiry’s St.

Stephens tutoring program which
works primarily with African
American children. The multi-eth-
nic committee hopes to work with
the African American Student

Union (AASU) on a joint project
which would encourage the kids to

come to college.
"There are so many people who

do not feel comfortable with
I nterVarsiry. But the purpose o ffel-

iowship is to worship and grow in
God. 1 think that just as we do,
other groups also have to learn

about multi-ethnicity," says Kim.
"It’s challenging to be in
InterVarsity," she adds, "1 believe

they’re a really good gronp. I’m
glad I’m where l’m at, but I’m also
comtbrrable with all Asians." Kim
believes that there is sometimes a

need for more Asian-specific
churches. "Asian American minis-
tries are great. There’s a need for

that. But don’t get trapped in that
because the kingdom of god is big-
ger," she says.

As various religious groups
come to terms with issues of iden-
tity, with barriers in language, with

disjtmction because of generation
gaps, they are simtfltaneously
reaching out into the community.
Connie Hem, of the Chine~
Community Church, says that her

church is very community ori-
ented. Of tile thirteen Chinese
Christian clmrches m the San Di-

ego area, the one she attends is
probably the oldest. Over one hun-
dred years old, the Chinese Com-

munity Church is the original mis-
sion church that settled in San

Diego. Many of its members are
5th or 6th generation Chinese
Americans.

English is the language spoken

most predominantly at this church,
and instead of dividing services up

into two, it holds one bilingual ser-
vice. According to Hem, the ser-
mon isgiven in English and supple-
mented by a summarization in

Chinese fbr those who do not un-

derstand.
The Chinese Community

Church tries to evangelize by help-

ing the corn m un it),. They have sen 
a musical mission to China, col-
lected items for orphanages in
Mexico, helped to host various

fund raisers in support of various
San Diego Chinese non-profit or-
ganizations. Hem asserts that such
activities are necessary in order to
keep the community spirit. "To

help people in need is our way or
outreaching," she says.PI

Highlights, continued from page 22

to build bridges across ethnic groups. This is very

important if we are to become a politically cohesive
entity in San Diego, or the larger ntainstream soci-
ety.

Our roots bring us back across the Pacific, and
that is at least one quality we all share. Those of its

living here in America are our parents" legacy of hope
to be successful. However, the opposite is true. The
regional|sin, racism, sexism, and other "isms" which
is as all-American as apple pie, and which have been

transplanted from abroad, further fragment our
community.

Second, we as Asian Pacific Islander-Americans
have many strengths that often are ignored. Slowly
we are becoming successful in various felds: the arts,
public media, politics, and the tnedical field to name

a few. In San Diego county, between 1980 and 1990~
there was a 278.1% increase (up 6,607) positions
held by Asian Pacifies in the executive, administra-

tive, and managerial occupation fields. In addition,
we were able to come together and successfully host
the Asian Pacific Islander Candidates Forum, on Oc-
tober 28, 1993 at the Scripps Community Center.

Thirty-eight community organizations representing
various Asian ethnic groups sponsored this yearly
event. Approximately one hundred twenty five par-
tic|pants came to hear what the candidates had to
say during the forum. The moderator was

anchorwoman Phoebe Chongchua from channel 10
KGTV. This event contributed in part to us Asian
Pacifies coming out to vote. in addition, this high-
lights our capacity to come together and realize that
there is strength in numbers.

Lasdy, it is up to us, the Asian Pacific Islander
community, to establish our own public and politi-
cal identity. We can choose to identify with the
Asian-American male, as described by Ivy Lee. But
I prefer to think that we as a commt|nity are smarter

and from among us we will create our own leaders
with whom we can relate and identify. The choice
is ours to make as a community.

It is easy to simply dismiss Ms. Lee’s article as a
sarcastic look at the Asian Pacific Islander commu-
nity. However, I hope that this discussion fosters an
increased awareness and sensitivity toward each other

as we Asian Pacifies work to become a more cohe-
sive community. 1 encourage its to come together
and host a forum to begin the healing from the pain
caused by Ms. Lee’s article.

-Rosalyn B. Part|do, MPA
Alumnus UCSC 1990

®
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ethnic communities: addingethnic

flavor to society and providing sup-
port services to immigrant families.
Many non-profit organizations

dedicated to helping immigrants
acquire English language skills and
adapt to American society work out
of ethnic communities. They pro-
vide many immigrants with their
only means to establishing them-
selves as Americans.

The author should consider the

implications of his arguments in fa-
vor of the melting pot ideal and
assimilationism more carefully.

America is a muhicultural society;
instead of advocating a unicultural

idea, why not suggest a
multicultura] ideal, such as the
"salad bowl." Each part of a salad
has a distinct identity and flavor,

but each is equally important in
contributing to enriching the
whole. Traditionalist thinkers
who prescribe cultural homogene-
ity for a society that is inherently
heterogeneous won’t solve the in-
tercuhural tensions; they will only

succeed in exacerbating them.
Americans should live in apprecia-
tion of multicuhuralism, not in
spite of it.

-Kenneth C. Tan
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By Ivy Lee

MATCH

When you have to worry about tuitiot~ bills, job-hunting,

the money you spend on clothes has to be worth it. The trick is
finding pieces that you can mix-and-match, that can run the

gamut from interviews to a Saturday night. It’s never too early to

start keeping an eye out fbr classic elements that can carry you
through ephemeral fashion trends. After all, fashion comes and

goes but your individual sense of style can help you save money,

and avoid the danger of becoming a fashion victim.

Jones of New York Dresses, $50 from
Nordstroms Brass Plum
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"lf~uld photograph any-

.:~~e world, if it didn’t have
to ~ealistic, would be me hav-
tn~ w~th Jesus...the real Jesus¯

Calvin Klein navy military style

vest with silver buttons, $80;
white cotton shirt from the Gap,
$40; sand-colored silk pants by

Calvin Klein, $100.

CK vest paired with Levi’s, $80 and $45

II

?

Hanes men’s underwear tank top, $10; CK silk pants, $100

®



Photographs by Grace Lee

First introduced by Chanel in the
1920’s, it is still the perfect solution

to that indecisive hour before a night
on tile town. These dresses have a

touch of originality which flatter the
figure and draw you in fbr a closer

look .... a flirt of chiffon here, a
glimpse of leg there...

Tapemeasure’s flirty stretch velvet scoopneck, $100

O.~11

I
t!,mpire-~vaisted slip

dress wid~ chillon

overskirt h3 Nicole

Miller. $145

Silver shoelace detail and side silts by Roberto Robledo, $160
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happens when entire cultural systems collide in the context of conquest.
Daniel Czitrom’s important recent article in the Journal of American His-
tory (September 1991), on saloon culture in turn-of-the-century New York
discloses the pan-ethnic alliances and inter-cultural communication within
the political machine of"Big Tim" Sullivan. Sullivan’s coalition linked up
with a young social worker named Frances Perkins to fight for social wel-
fare legislation that became one of the models for what would later become
the New Deal when Perkins served in FDR’s cabinet. Research by Lizabeth
Cohen, George Sanchez, and Frank Chin has demonstrated how different
ethnic groups used popular culture and the trade union movement to fash-
ion a kind of assimilation from below, while scholarly work by David
Montejano, Juan FIores, and Sucheng Chan has stressed the ways in which
Latinos, African Americans, Asian Americans, and Anglos have formed their
identities in dialogue with one another, not as discrete monolithic cultures
seeking assimilation to a unified and uniform Anglo "center." In their dy-
namism and complexity, these histories at last give us an honest picture of
the past that is instructive precisdy because it is every bit as complicated as
the present.

The new emphasis on disclosing our nation’s multicultural past has
raised anxiety in some quarters. Critics charge that the impulse behind
multi-culturalism stems from an effort to substitute psychological therapy
or political propaganda for scholarship. But without discounting the very
real psychological and social benefits produced by multicultural education,
it seems to me that the case for it rests primarily on its scholarly validity as
a means of telling the truth about the past. It has epistemological value as
a way of knowing through empathy and understanding that there are more
than two sides to every story. In an artide in The New Republic last year,
the great historian C. Vann Woodward complained that multiculturalism
signaled "an outburst of minority assertiveness." In truth, minorities have
always been assertive. But now they are getting the opportunity to be as-
sertive in places where even C. Vann Woodward has to notice. I n my judge-
ment, C. Vann Woodward should not be complaining about his trend,
rather he should get down on his knees every night and thank God that at
last we are starting to tell the truth about the past.

Multiculturalism makes sense to some people because it tells them
something about how they live. It is not so much a new truth, as it is the
discovery of an old one. Consider the history of popular music as just one
example. The guitar came from Spain, but attained its greatest importance
as an instrument in the hands of African Americans. The banjo originated
in Africa, but became a distinctive American instrument within the Appa-
lachian Euro-American tradition. The accordian came from Central Eu-
rope, but it sounds very different when played by Mexican American
norte~o musicians, Polish polka bands, or African American zydeco en-
sembles.

When I think of multiculturalism, I think of that episode in
the television series "Eyes on the Prize" where participants in the
1966 "Meredith March" in Mississippi are chanting a refrain
from a popular record by Wilson Pickett, "Land of a Thousand
Dances." Pickett’s infectious "na-na-na-na-na" serves as the
basis for the chants that fend off their fear and build solidar-
iry. But the refrain they are singing originated in a housing
project in East Los Angeles.

Frankie ~Cannibal" Garcia and his friends Yo-Yo, Rabbit and Scar had
grown up singing in mariachi bands, but when the Beatles became popu-
lar they decided to sing rock and roll. They took the song "Land of a Thou-
,sand Dances" from a Rufus Thomas record. He took it from New Orleans
rhythm and blues singer Chris Kenner, who wrote it based on the gospel
song "Go Where I Send Thee." But when Garcia and his band first played
the song at a dance, he forgot the lyrics and instead did what jazz musi-
cians call "scat" singing, singing "nonsense" syllables like na-na-na-na-na
to the song’s melody. The crowds liked it so much the band kept it in their
act, and they had a hit record with the song in 1965 under their profes-
sional name Cannibal and the Headhunters. The song succeeded, but
Cannibal and the Headhunters did not. Their record company had no idea
how to market them, because while it had success with black acts and with
white acts, it had never tried to sell a Chicano act. When the band toured
the segregated south with the Beatles in 1965, tour organizers sent black
bands to black hotels and white bands to white hotels. "Where do we go?"
Garcia would ask, but no one knew.

In 1966, Wilson Pickett did his ~cover" version of"Land of a Thou-
sand Dances," and he retained the scatsinging introduction that Garcia un-
intentionally created. When sharecroppers and factory workers and col-
lege students turned his popular record into a freedom song, they used that

w
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But there are also success stories, such as the Filipina
woman who regularly brought her loved one home for the
holidays, with no big to-do about placing a label on their lov-
ing relationship: eventually, her father merely asked her, "Are
you happy? That’s all that matters."

Most Asian parents of lesbians and gays are in a difficult
position because there are few people with whom they would
feel comfortable talking about their child’s life. There are a few
Asian parents’ support groups in existence -- for instance, a
Vietnamese chapter of Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
in Orange County -- and a huge need for more to be formed.

Fortunately for Asian lesbians and gays, there are social or-
ganizations -- such as the Gay and Lesbian Asian Social Sup-
port (GLASS), the group I saw marching in Pride Parade years
ago -- which provide us with the community and support that
we can not get from straight Asian Americans, or white lesbi-
ans and gays.

Through group discussions and the support of friendships,
we exchange ideas on how to approach our parents and our
multiple realities, encourage each other, and share stories of
hope. Additionally, there is an e-mail network of Asian lesbi-
ans and bisexuals where, in addition to sharing political news
and views, we discuss our relationships with our parents.

In the gay and lesbian community, the old ’70s song "We
Are Family" is a popular anthem: we call each other "Family"
because many of us have lost our biological families, and be-
cause we are forming alternative families -- with same-gen-
der partners and an extended kin network of close lesbian and
gay friends.

But I often think, "This ’family’ could never, ever, replace
my real family."

...And if I were your sister, how would you feel? What
would you think? What would you do? Would your discom-
fort add to my distance? Or will you be my sister/brother,
friend, and ally?

EDITORS NOTE: This article was printed in its entirety,
undedited at the author’s request.

well-traveled multi-cultural rift to help break down a system of segrega-
tion that artificially divided people from one another in a way that music
did not. I think their example holds a lesson for us, that I can best illus-
trate in a story that jazz musicians tell.

When Clark Terry got the chance to audition for the Duke Ellington
Orchestra in 1951, he practiced in his mind every complicated maneuver
he knew on the trumpet and flugel horn. But when he arrived and asked
Ellington what the orchestra leader wanted from him, he was told to "just
listen.= The orchestra played number after number as Terry fdgeted rest-
lessly. Finally, he just blew up, and demanded to know why Ellington had
asked a musician of his calibre to just sit and listen. Ellington replied,
"Young man, there’s listening, and there’s listening, but in this band, what
we want you to do is listen." That didn’t exactly help. At least not at first.
But eventually Terry figured out what Ellington had been trying to teach
him: that true virtuosity entails more than showing off your best "licks,"
that it involves listening to the other members of the band, hearing what
they are playing, and hearing what they are not playing, so that when you
pipe up, you know how you fit in with everyone rise.

Ellington’s admonition holds great relevance to multicultural teach-
ing, research, and writing. By learning to listen, we can discover that U.S.
history has not been one song sung by one group of singers, but instead,
has been a chorus of many voices in a land of a thousand dances. Ill


